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GOVERNMENT RIFLE

Smooth and Precise 
Lever Action
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Winchester’s
SXP Shotguns

MAXIMUM
In a Concealable Package

Springfield Armory

PRACTICE, 
PROTECT 
& DEFEND
Hornady American 
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Get Your Instant Quote at www.galleryofguns.com

UTA-15 Tactical Shotguns
NEW at GalleryofGuns.com

#PS1MG1   

UTA-15
Muddy Girl Camo
•  14+1 Capacity

#PS1DC1

UTA-15
Desert Tan
•  14+1 Capacity

#PS1OD1   

UTA-15
OD Green 
•  14+1 Capacity

#PS1CM2 

UTA-15
Black
•  8+1 Capacity

#PS1BM1 

UTA-15
Black
•  14+1 Capacity

#PS1DC1

UTA-15 Marine Model
Blue Camo
•  14+1 Capacity
•  Corrosion Resistant 
 Nickel Plating On All Metal

•  12 Gauge
•  3” Chamber
•  18.5” Barrel
•  Cylinder Bore

All UTA-15 Pump Action 
Shotguns Include

NEWat

•  Polymer Receiver
•  Integrated  
 Picatinny Rail
•  Side Ejection

•  Vertical Pistol Grip
•  Alternate Feeding  
 or Selectable  
 Magazine Tubes
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Packed with the latest technological advances and features 

required by today’s most demanding shooters, the Ruger ® 

LCR ® is the evolution of the revolver. The Ruger ® LCR ® is a 

lightweight, small-frame revolver with a uniquely smooth trigger and 

highly manageable recoil. Available in ten models and five calibers, there is an  

LCR ® for every need – from personal protection to low cost practice at the range.

©2015 Sturm, Ruger & Co., Inc.    020315RUGER.COM/LCR

Trigger Pull Comparison

• 9MM LUGER
• 38 SPL +P
• 22 LR

• 22 WMR
• 357 MAG

Smooth, Manageable Trigger with  
Non-Stacking Trigger Pull

High-Strength Stainless Steel Cylinder

Patented Ruger ® Friction  
Reducing Cam

External Hammer for Single or Double- 
Action Use (LCRx ™ – Model 5430 only)

Hogue® Tamer ™ Monogrip ®

THE RUGER  LCR
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The Henry Repeating
Arms Company 
produces rifles 
chambered in a diverse
selection of rimfire and
centerfire calibers, and
the .45-70 Government
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By Thomas C. Tabor

All-Around 
Performer
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separate boxes of 
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Close Range 
Defender
Bersa's new striker
fired, polymer-framed
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By Dr. Martin D. Topper

Turnkey 
Turkey-Taker
Diehard longbeard
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When I flip the calendar page

and see the word “June,” it is a clear

signal to get busy finalizing any and

all of my summer plans. To me, it is

one of the more exciting months of

the year, full of potential for fun and

adventure.

Of course, if you have kids, the

coming of June brings a fair amount

of responsibility as well. It means

that they will soon be out of school

and you’d better have a pretty good

idea of how to keep them busy and

entertained on a daily basis.

But even if a planned trip in-

volves you and your significant

other or a group of your friends, it

often requires the same levels of

planning. It means that you’ll need

to confirm any reservations and

travel itineraries before hotels and

campgrounds are filled up with

hordes of fellow vacationers. It

means that you need to make sure

all of your rolling stock has been

serviced and prepared for the addi-

tional mileage and wear and tear

they’ll receive. It means that you

need to be up to date on any road

construction that will affect your

planned route.

I’ve always been pretty good at

planning trips, but I had a conversa-

tion the other day with a hunter

friend, and it struck me that his

plans needed to be much more

methodical and intentional than

mine. Even though he wouldn’t be

hunting in June, he needed to have

his fall hunt plan all ready to go by

the time summer rolled around. He

had to know where, when and how

he would be hunting. And since he

lives in California, where new

regulations seem to grow on trees,

he needed to be aware of every-

thing from the recent changes in

deer tag classifications to the 

new procedure for deer harvest

reporting.

After talking with him and

gaining a deeper understanding of

all that is required of him before

his trip can even begin, I’ll never

complain about planning a family

vacation again. GW

This issue marks my second 

anniversary as editor of this 

magazine, and it’s been an exciting

journey to say the least. The past

twenty-four months have been

chock-full of on-the-job training

at trade shows and in the field,

and I am grateful to everyone on

the editorial team and to the many 

industry professionals who

continue to make my time here

a delight.GUN WORLD
IN SOCIAL MEDIA:
Website: www.GunWorld.com
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Why do gun owners shell out

the cash for a new gun but then

skimp on accessories like quality

spare magazines, holsters and

cases? After all, if you spent the

money on the gun in the first place,

isn’t it worth a few bucks to keep it

in nice condition? Fortunately, good

protection can be affordable, as I

found out with the Drago Gear Dou-

ble Pistol Case.

I’ve worked with Drago Gear

packs and long cases in the past

but had never tested their pistol

cases. Drago uses rugged 600D 

polyester in the construction of their

cases and outfits them with heavy,

non-rust zippers for durability and re-

liability. The case itself is 12.5 inches

long, 9.5 inches tall and 4.5 inches

high and consists of a center com-

partment with two padded handgun

pockets, and an outside pocket with

loops to hold 5 pistol magazines.

Two sturdy nylon carry handles are

attached for easy transport. The

Double Pistol Case is available in

both basic black and olive drab.

NEW PRODUCTS

DRAGO GEAR
Double Pistol Case
Text & Photos by Tim Stetzer

Solid, Affordable Protection for your Sidearms

I used the Drago bags on range

trips for a few months with a variety

of handguns and found them to be

quite sturdy and handy to use. If

you generally take one or two pis-

tols to the range in a session these

work out perfectly. They hold most

service pistols, revolvers and com-

mon target pistols like a 5.5-inch

Ruger MK II or III. I used the test

cases with my 5-inch Government

Model 1911s and a Beretta M9A1, as

well as both 4-inch and 6-inch bar-

reled K-framed Smith & Wesson re-

volvers. I did find that my 7.5-inch

Ruger Bisley Blackhawk was just a

touch too big for the padded 

pockets.

8 GUN WORLD |  JUNE 2015 www.gunworld.com

The Drago Gear 
Double Pistol Case
comes in both black
and olive drab.
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Even with two pistols in their

pockets you still have room be-

tween the pistol pouches for a cou-

ple boxes of ammo or even another

pistol, although the extra pistol

won't to be as protected as the two

in the proper padded pistol pockets.

As mentioned, the outside pocket

has elastic bands to hold 5 maga-

zines. They worked quite well with

my double column Beretta maga-

zines, even the extended baseplate

20-round Mec-Gars that I use.

There’s also plenty of room left in

that pocket for earplugs, a range

notepad and marker, a couple more

boxes of ammo, a multitool or

whatever else you need.

While I tend to bring a lot of

gear with me to the range, I could

see just grabbing a Drago Double

Pistol Case and rolling in a lot of in-

stances. Add in some targets and

you’re all set for a morning of fun or

training. Here’s the best news in my

opinion: Drago Gear has an MSRP

of only $22.97 on the case. I would

have guessed it cost twice that and

felt it well worth it to protect my in-

vestments. It just goes to show that

good quality and design doesn’t al-

ways come at an unobtainable

price. GW

CONTACT
Drago Gear Headquarters
info@dragogear.com
DragoGear.com

The side pocket has elastic loops that will hold 5 magazines and space for a
few boxes of ammo or other gear.

Two padded pockets 
are provided which will 
accommodate most 
service-sized handguns.

www.gunworld.com JUNE 2015 |  GUN  WORLD 9
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Question: In a book on World
War I, the author mentioned
use of the periscope rifle in
the trenches. Exactly what is
a periscope rifle?

Nathan A., Annapolis, MD

Leroy Thompson answers: 

There were actually various types

of periscope rifles used during

World War I by most belligerents.

As the name implies, it used a form

of periscope so the shooter did not

have to expose himself to enemy 

ASK the
EXPERTS We do the research so you don’t have to.

fire to engage the opposition. Varia-

tions were in use as early as 1914,

and they grew more sophisticated

as the war progressed.

One of the versions that saw

experimental use with U.S. troops

was the Cameron-Yazzy Periscope

Rifle, which employed a framework

to hold an M1903 Springfield rifle so

that it could be extended above the

rim of a trench. A device attached

to the framework allowed the bolt

and trigger to be operated. The

M1903 normally had to be loaded

from the top with 5-round stripper

clips, but the Cameron-Yazzy rifle

was fitted with a 25-round maga-

zine to allow it to fire continuously.

Although the Cameron-Yazzy

Device originally used a British

periscope, an American named

Elder later developed one for use

with the same rifle. Periscope rifles

were more of a curiosity, though

some did see limited combat usage. 

10 GUN WORLD |  JUNE 2015 www.gunworld.com

Up, PERISCOPE !

The Elder Periscope attachment with a Cameron-Yazzy Device. As you can see, the
setup was rather complex and heavy, but this would not have been a major problem in a
fixed trench position. (NARA photo)

Periscope rifles were
more of a curiosity,

though some did see
limited combat usage.

“
”

Our June Experts:
Leroy Thompson is an internationally recognized authority on weapons and tactics, and is the author of more than
50 books. Look for his feature on Scattergun Technology in next month’s issue.

Brad Fitzpatrick is a full-time journalist who has written for a dozen outdoor and hunting magazines. He is also the
author of The Shooters Guide to Concealed Carry. His article on Hornady ammunition may be found on Page 92.
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www.lesbaer.com

See our entire line of
high performance custom rifles and pistols at…

When we decided to build our own line of
AR rifles, we knew they couldn't be like everyone
else's. So, from the beginning, our AR rifles have
featured the very best parts available anywhere,
many of them forged for toughness, then precision
machined on our own CNC horizontal machining
centers and broaching machines. They're all custom
built with painstaking care and they perform like no
other AR on the planet. More than 20 models are
available with multiple caliber choices and high tech
mission-specific options for law enforcement/tactical
or sporting use, including:

Les Baer Custom AR Super Varmint Model
.223 cal/5.56 mm, .204 Ruger, .264 LBC-AR TM, 6 x 45

Les Baer Custom .308 Cal/7.62mm
NATO Sniper Rifle

Les Baer Custom .308 Cal/7.62mm
NATO MONOLITH SWAT Model
Std or Mid-Length Barrel

Les Baer CustomMonolith
.308 Semi-Auto SWAT

Model

Les Baer
Custom .308
NATO Sniper

Rifle

1911
Les Baer
Custom
Boss .45

Les Baer
Custom

Ultimate 1911
Tactical Carry

5" Pistol

Les Baer Custom AR
Super Varmint Rifle

www.lesbaer.com

Also available: Les Baer Custom 1911 Pistols
More than thirty models of breathtakingly accurate
custom pistols including:

Les Baer Custom 1911 Boss .45
Les Baer Custom Ultimate 1911 Tactical Carry 5" Pistol

Performance. It’s Everything.

1804 Iowa Drive • LeClaire, Iowa 52753
Ph: 563-289-2126 • Fx: 563-289-2132

Email: info@lesbaer.com
Office Hours: 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM Central Time
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www.legalpeptides.com

HGH IGF-1

For the “why,” I turned to Chris

Murray at E.R. Shaw, whose products

are among the best in the business,

and he spoke of the top reason for the

improved consistency.

“Tighter tolerances are adhered

to when we manufacture a barrel than

one manufactured on a production

line basis,” Murray says. “We gauge

every barrel to make sure that the

lands and grooves (bore dimensions)

have the same dimensions throughout

the length of the bore. This way the

bullet travels down the bore with the

same effort. There are no tighter areas

that can lead to increased pressure,

and no loose areas that can cause a

falloff in pressure for the entire bore

length. Both of these can lead to less

consistent accuracy, which is what we

are all aiming to avoid.” GW

Fitzpatrick draws a
bead using a rifle 
fitted with an after-
market barrel. 
(Brad Fitzpatrick
photo)

Aftermarket
ACCURACY
Question: Are aftermarket barrels 
really better than factory barrels? 
What are the advantages of buying 
an aftermarket barrel?

Tom T., Wichita, KS

Brad Fitzpatrick answers: 

Tom, replacing your old barrel with a new premium

pipe is often one of the cheapest and fastest ways

to improve accuracy. Barrels seem indestructible,

but they have a life expectancy. Faster cartridges

have a tendency to burn out barrels more quickly,

though all cartridges will eventually wear out the

barrel if they are shot enough.

The primary reason that aftermarket barrels

are popular among serious rifle cranks is that they

offer better consistency than many (notice I said

many, not all) factory barrels. Odds are that if you

have an aftermarket barrel correctly installed you’ll

see groups shrink compared to a factory barrel, and

the reasons are many.
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The standard magazine
packs 9+1 .45 ACP 
capacity into a 
sub-compact pistol.
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S pringfield Armory scored a big hit with the concealed
carry crowd three years ago with its XD-S pistol,
which gained immediate popularity by packing

.45 ACP power into a slim, trim and highly concealable
handgun. I reviewed that gun in these pages, and I liked it
so much I purchased one. It’s been a reliable addition to
my concealed carry rotation ever since.

Of course there had to be a tradeoff with a pistol of 
that size, and in the case of the XD-S, it was capacity. The
standard magazine held only five rounds, and with one 
already in the pipe, it gave you the firepower of a six-shot
revolver. If you carried the extended magazine, you could
have six more rounds at the ready. Many people were 
willing to accept that limitation, as evidenced by the 
pistol’s brisk sales, but the XD-S would never be confused
with a gun you would take to an extended gunfight. In
today’s world, many would argue, more ammo is better 
— and necessary.

More is
BETTER

The Springfield Armory XD Mod 2 Brings
Maximum Firepower in a Concealable Package

Text & Photos by Mike Dickerson
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MAKING SMALL BIGGER
Springfield Armory has ad-

dressed that demand with its new

XD Mod 2 sub-compact pistol

chambered in .45 ACP. With a round

chambered and a full standard

magazine in place, you have 10

rounds of big-bore persuasion on

your side, but Springfield Armory

wasn’t content to stop there.

In addition to the nine-round

magazine, the pistol comes with an

additional X-Tension magazine that

holds 13 rounds. Thus, with the two

supplied magazines, the XD Mod 2

doubles the firepower of a similarly

equipped XD-S. That accomplish-

ment is all the more impressive

when you remember that most full-

size 1911 .45 magazines hold only

seven or eight rounds.

Comparisons between the XD

Mod 2 and the XD-S are inevitable

given the great popularity of the

XD-S, and it’s a good starting point

to assess the capabilities of the

newcomer. The XD Mod 2 clearly

trumps the XD-S in capacity, but

how much does it give away in con-

cealability?

At 3.3 inches, barrel length is

the same. Overall length is 6.5

inches for the XD Mod 2 versus 6.3

inches for the XD-S. There’s not a

great deal of difference in height, ei-

ther, with the XD Mod 2 measuring

4.75 inches tall compared to 4.4

inches for the XD-S. There also

wasn’t much difference in the width

of the slides, which measured 0.95

inches for the Mod 2 versus 0.91

inches for the XD-S.

The most noticeable difference

is in the width of the grips. At their

Many features of the Mod 2 
have been redesigned to improve
handling and concealability 
over previous XD models.
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bases, I measured the XD Mod 2 to

be 1.170 inches wide and my XD-S

to be 0.906 inches. Add a small

fraction to those measurements for

the magazine bases, and you have

the difference between a single-

stack, five-round magazine and a

double-stack, nine-round maga-

zine.

When holding both guns at the

same time, there’s no doubt that

the XD Mod 2 is beefier, heavier and

a bit less concealable than the XD-

S, but that doesn’t mean it’s hard to

conceal. In fact, it conceals quite

well with a stiff belt and a good hol-

ster securing the bulkier grip close

to the body.

The XD-S will always remain

one of my favorite concealed carry

guns, especially on scorching hot

summer days in Texas that demand

a minimalist approach, but I sus-

pect the XD Mod 2 will make it into

my concealed carry lineup as well.

A GREAT GUN BY ANY
OTHER NAME …

The “Mod 2” designation isn’t

just a new name for an XD pistol in

a new size. Rather, it indicates the

pistol was redesigned to improve

handling and concealability while

retaining the core characteristics

that make the XD line so popular.

The frame has been slimmed

down and re-contoured for a more

natural grip that felt like it was

made for my average-sized hands; I

could just squeeze my little finger

onto the bottom edge of the stan-

dard magazine. Those with larger

hands will have to tuck a finger un-

derneath the bottom of the stan-

dard magazine (the X-Tension

magazine will give you a full grip,

but it also makes the gun less con-

cealable). The frame geometry fea-

Like all XD models, the
Mod 2 features a passive
trigger safety and a grip
safety, a combination the
author likes.

The XD Mod 2 has a
“high-hand” grip relief
and beavertail to help
lower the bore axis and
mitigate recoil.
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tures a “high-hand” grip relief and

integral beavertail that helps lower

the bore axis and mitigate recoil.

The grip is covered with three

different textures, which Springfield

Armory calls the “Grip Zone.” A

moderately textured surface covers

most of the frame, while two more

aggressively textured surfaces are

used where more friction is needed

for maximum control of the pistol.

The system works quite well,

but that brings me to my one gripe

about the design. Did they really

have to print the words “Grip Zone”

on the grip? Thankfully, it’s not

overly prominent.

FEATURING
The XD Mod 2 has a forged-

steel slide that’s slimmer than

those on some predecessor XD

models, aiding concealability. Ser-

rations at the rear of the slide pro-

vide a firm purchase for racking the

slide. The 3.3-inch hammer-forged

barrel, with a 1:16 twist, locks up

nice and tight within the slide.

Riding up top you’ll find a dove-

tailed red fiber optic front sight and

low profile, two-dot combat rear

sight with serrations to reduce

glare. The extended rear sight is

snag-free and holster friendly. It’s a

good setup for daylight shooting,

but if I were planning to carry the

pistol concealed, I would follow my

usual practice and swap the stock

sights out for night sights. 

Otherwise, the Mod 2 has all

the features that you expect to find

on an XD pistol, including a trigger

safety and grip safety. This combi-

nation is one feature that initially

drew my serious attention to the XD

line. 

SPECIFICATIONS

SPRINGFIELD 
ARMORY XD MOD 2

Caliber:  .45 ACP

Action:  Double-action, striker-fired

Barrel:  3.5 inches, 1:16 twist

Frame:  Polymer with Grip Zone design

Slide:  Forged steel

Length:  6.5 inches

Height:  4.75 inches with standard mag

Grip Width:  1.2 inches

Weight:  26 ounces with empty mag

Capacity:  9+1 standard magazine, 
13+1 extended magazine

Sights:  Fiber optic front, 
two-dot combat rear

MSRP:  $593 black, $629 bi-tone

A great view of
the grip safety,
striker indicator,
high grip geometry,
and multiple grip
surface textures.
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Some double-action, striker-

fired guns, particularly those with

lighter trigger pulls, can be subject

to unintentional discharges if the

trigger snags on clothing, holster

snaps or other items. The beauty of

the XD design is that you have to

depress two safeties in order to fire

the pistol. That happens naturally

when you grip the pistol and de-

press the trigger, making it a true

point-and-shoot design. If you get

in the habit of re-holstering with

your hand backed off of the grip

safety, in addition to exercising

standard safe gun handling prac-

tices, you will have an extra built-in

margin of security.

The Mod 2 also has a loaded

chamber indicator atop the slide

and a striker status indicator at the

rear, allowing you to both see and

feel if a round is chambered and the

striker cocked. Other standard XD

features include a grooved trigger

guard, captive recoil spring and full-

length guide rod, ambidextrous

magazine release, and an accessory

rail for lights or lasers.

SOLID SHOOTER
In testing, I found the XD Mod 2

very easy to shoot. That was due

partly to its ergonomics and partly

to its smooth trigger. The trigger

had a long, but light, initial take-up,

OPTIMIZED FOR CONCEALED CARRY

The XD Mod 2 is optimized for concealed carry, with little to snag or get in the way
when drawing or re-holstering, but one of the challenges with new carry guns is finding
holsters that fit. You won’t have that problem with the XD Mod 2, according to Spring-
field Armory, because it will fit in all holsters designed for the older XD sub-compact
model, despite some small dimensional differences.

I only had time to test a few holsters, but results were favorable. The pistol rides
high and tight, with just right forward cant, in Galco’s Summer Comfort model, a light-
weight, inside-the-waistband (IWB) leather design with snap-on belt loops that let you
to detach the holster without removing your belt. It held its shape when I removed the
gun, allowing me to easily re-holster. Another holster that worked well is the Blackhawk
size 10 Suede Leather Tuckable, a thin leather IWB model with minimal bulk that makes
a great grab-and-go holster.

The XD Mod 2 also rides nicely in one of my favorite, if unconventional, concealed
carry rigs: the Standard 2 from Kangaroo Carry. This holster is essentially a cross 
between a bellyband and a shoulder holster. Made of a heavy-duty elasticized material
and worn next to the skin, it’s one of the most effective deep concealment rigs I’ve ever
worn.

A clue to its origin comes from the name of a similar Kangaroo Carry model, 
the Air Marshal. I often wear these rigs under shirts with snaps below faux buttons,
which allow you to draw a gun quickly, with practice, from its carry position underneath
your arm.

Those with small or
average-sized hands
may be able to get a full
grip using the standard
magazine. Others will
need to tuck their little
finger beneath the 
magazine or use the 
extended magazine.

The ‘Mod 2’ designation
isn’t just a new name for an

XD pistol in a new size.
“

”
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PERFORMANCE RESULTS:

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY XD MOD 2 PISTOL .45 ACP

LOAD AVG. MUZZLE AVG. 25-YARD BEST 25-YARD
VELOCITY (FPS) GROUP (INCHES)                GROUP (INCHES)

Federal Low Recoil 900.0 3.54 2.48
165-gr. Hydra-Shok

Hornady Critical 924.3 3.61 2.57
Duty 220-gr. FlexLock

Hornady Critical 905.8 3.65 2.48
Defense 185-gr. FTX

Winchester PDX1 812.4 3.48 2.28
230-gr. JHP

Winchester Personal 827.1 3.67 2.84
Protection 230-gr. JHP

Note: Velocities measured with Competitive Edge Dynamics M2 chronograph

The XD Mod 2 comes
with a belt holster, twin
magazine holder, maga-
zine loader, 9-round
magazine and 13-round
magazine in a padded
hard case.

The XD Mod 2 
clearly trumps the
XD-S in capacity…

“
”

COVER STORY
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which I like in a double-action gun.

It then stacked firmly and broke

cleanly at 5.75 pounds, which is a

considerable improvement over the

6.375-pound break on my XD-S.

The trigger is one of the best I’ve

used on a double-action, striker-

fired pistol, and that contributes to

the gun’s accuracy. It has a short

reset that you can both feel and

hear.

Oddly enough, the slide failed

to lock back after emptying the first

magazine, but the pistol functioned

perfectly thereafter, without the

benefit of any deliberate break-in,

as I put a couple hundred rounds

downrange.

I found the pistol to be soft
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shooting for a .45 ACP, and it comes

back on target quickly. Should you

ever need to launch lead quickly,

you can definitely do so with this

easy-to-control gun. The ambidex-

trous magazine release ejected

magazines with authority.

SHOT PLACEMENT
I used five different self-de-

fense loads in testing. I expected a

bit less velocity from the Mod 2’s

3.3-inch barrel compared to veloci-

ties stated by the ammo manufac-

turers, who generally use longer

barrels for testing.

Hornady’s Critical Duty 220-

grain load produced the least

amount of variance (51 fps), and at

The pistol strips
down for cleaning
in seconds.

Shown here are the standard 9-round
magazine, left, and the X-Tension 13-round
magazine.
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924.3 fps it was the hottest load

tested. It also produced the snappi-

est recoil, but that’s expected when

launching a fast-stepping, heavy

bullet. 

The greatest variance was 160

fps with Federal’s 165-grain Low

Recoil Hydra-Shok load, but it still

clocked in at 900 fps. That put it in

middle of the pack in terms of ve-

locity, but it was also the softest-

shooting load tested, making it a

good candidate for recoil-sensitive

shooters.

For accuracy testing, I shot the

pistol at 25 yards over a rest and

sandbags at the bench, and I found

that the pistol wasn’t very picky

about ammo. Average groups for

each load were less than four

inches, although a few groups ex-

ceeded that. Best groups for all

loads were under three inches.

Winchester’s PDX1 load turned

in the tightest single group, at 2.28

inches, but the other tested loads

were nipping at its heels. The mar-

gin of difference was, in all likeli-

hood, attributable to the shooter.

Those groups were about as

tight as I shoot from any pistol at 25

yards these days wearing progres-

sive eyeglass lenses, and they were

perfectly acceptable for a full-size

defensive sidearm, let alone a sub-

compact.

Where the pistol really shines,

though, is at close range in a self-

defense scenario. At a commonly

cited self-defense range of seven

yards, I was able to place shots pre-

cisely, firing as quickly as the front

sight aligned and leaving no doubt

that this pistol would prove highly

effective in a personal protection

role with today’s advanced per-

sonal defense ammo. GW

CONTACT

Blackhawk!
800-379-1732
Blackhawk.com

Competitive Edge Dynamics
888-628-3233
CEDhk.com

Federal Ammunition
800-379-1732
FederalPremium.com

Galco Gunleather
800-874-2526 
GalcoGunLeather.com

Hornady Ammunition
800-338-3220
Hornady.com

Kangaroo Carry
KangarooCarry.com

Nagel’s Gun Shop
210-342-5420 
NagelsGuns.net

Springfield Armory
800-680-6866
Springfield-Armory.com

Winchester Ammunition
Winchester.com

I found the pistol to 
be soft-shooting for a 

.45 ACP, and it comes back
on target quickly.

“
”

The XD Mod 2 performed well in accuracy testing with a variety of self-defense loads.
The author found the XD Mod 2 to be a soft-shooting pistol for a .45, thanks partly to its
ergonomics and partly to its smooth trigger.
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Made in the USA

 LWRCI™ Nicorr™ Barrel
  20% lighter--cools faster

 2-position Adjustable Gas Block
  Suppressed & Normal shooting

 Fully Ambidextrous 
  Lower receiver
  charging handle
  sling mount

 Monoforge™ upper receiver
  Stronger & Lighter
   
 LWRCI™ upper compatible with 
 any MIL-spec lower

 User-configurable 12" scalloped cut rail   
   for longer reach

 Cerakote colors:
  Flat Dark Earth
  Patriot Brown
  Olive drab green 

LWRCI™ | THE MOST RELIABLE, MOST DURABLE, FINEST 

HANDLING SHORT-STROKE PISTON CARBINES IN THE WORLD
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The author sights in an 
Extreme Marine Defender 
12-gauge at a target down-
range using a Trijicon RMR
reflex sight.
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No TLC 
REQUIRED

Text & Photos by John N. Raguso

When duty calls, you can call in
the tough and fast Winchester SXP
Marine Defenders

S hotguns can be excellent
choices for home or personal
defense, especially when

they’re designed specifically to
stand with you as you stand your
ground. Two recent releases from
Winchester raise the firepower
factor exponentially without overly
complicating matters or breaking
the bank: the Super-X Pump (SXP)
Marine Defender and the SXP
Extreme Marine Defender.
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JUST A FEW YEARS AGO
When the Winchester SXP De-

fender 12-gauge shotgun hit the

market in 2012, I reviewed the new

scattergun for Gun World. It was a

good shotgun, but like many first

model year products it had some

minor tweaks to resolve to be on

par with its competitors.

The new SXP Marine Defenders

that debuted in 2014 are next-gen

platforms that have successfully

addressed these minor issues and

have more real-world features as

standard equipment.

DYNAMIC DUO
The Super X Pump Marine De-

fender has a somewhat traditional

look and feel, with a black synthetic

semi-pistol grip buttstock, brass

bead front sight and a removable

TruGlo fiber-optic front sight. I pre-

ferred the TruGlo fiber-optic sight

because it really collects any avail-

able ambient light and lives up to its

name, presenting a glowing, lime-

green dot at the business end of the

barrel that makes most shots out to

50 yards the “can’t miss” variety.
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As its name implies, the SXP

Extreme Marine Defender has an

extreme appearance, sporting an

ATI pistol grip stock, Picatinny rail

with an integral ghost ring rear sight

atop the receiver, side-mounted ac-

cessory rails forward of the ribbed

forearm and a Door Breacher ex-

tended choke tube, in case one

needed further convincing of the

gun’s badass status.

You might wonder why the ATI

adjustable-style stock is not ad-

justable, and it all comes down to

import restrictions. The new Win-

chester SXP shotguns are made in

Turkey, imported by Browning Arms

and distributed by Winchester. In

the case of the SXP Marine Defend-

ers, current BATF import laws limit

these shotguns to a 5-shot maga-

zine capacity and a non-adjustable

stock. Thanks, Big Brother.

PATTERN TUNING
Another significant improve-

ment that these Defenders bring to

the party is an Invector-Plus choke

tube system, with a standard

0.740-inch diameter cylinder bore

choke that works great with slugs or

buckshot.

If you want to fine-tune the

pattern downrange, easily replace-

able choke tubes are readily avail-

able from Winchester that spin-in

and spin-out in seconds. Other In-

vector-Plus choke options include

the Skeet (0.735-inch diameter

with 0.005-inch constriction); Im-

proved Cylinder (0.730-inch); Modi-

fied (0.720-inch); Improved

Modified (0.715-inch); Full (0.705-

inch); and Extra Full (0.700-inch).

Winchester does not recom-

mend using the Extra Full tube with

steel shot due to the extremely

tight constrictions.

I tried using a few of these

choke tubes (Improved Cylinder

and Modified) and they worked as

expected, tightening up my BB and

shot patterns at downrange targets.

FASTER BLASTER
Unlike competitive shotguns

that feel a bit loose when working

the pump action, the SXPs do

Two Marines with different
missions…the Extreme Marine
Defender (top) and the basic
SXP Marine Defender pump
(bottom). Both shotguns 
digested every form of Win-
chester and competitive
brand 12-gauge shotshells
without a hiccup.
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things differently. According to the

Winchester techs I spoke with, the

unique inertia-assisted slide action

makes these the fastest pump ac-

tion shotguns in the world for fol-

low-up shots. In fact, Winchester

claims that three shots can be de-

livered in just a half second.

While that sounds like a bit of

marketing hyperbole, I was able to

consistently send five shots down-

range in two seconds using low-re-

coil 00 buckshot and slugs. There is

no way that I can perform that

same feat with any of my other

pump shotguns — and I’ve certainly

tried.

The secret to the SXP Marine

Defender’s smooth cycling is

twofold: first, the inertia-assisted

slide action works as advertised,

and second is the integral design of

the twin action arms, bolt and bolt

carrier. Four massive lugs provide

support, strength and a solid lockup

between the Super X Pump’s rotary

bolt and barrel extension.

Under recoil, your body mass

begins to slow the rearward travel

of the shotgun, while the inertia of

the bolt, slide and forearm continue

cycling the action to help you get a

head start on your next shot. Dual

steel action guide bars smoothly

channel the flow and eliminate

twisting, binding and wasted time

and energy when cycling the action.

Whereas many 12-gauge

pumps have separate parts with

action arms and a bolt slide that
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SPECIFICATIONS

SUPER-X PUMP 
MARINE DEFENDER

Caliber:  12-gauge

Model Number:  512268395

Action Type:  Pump

Chamber Size:  3 inches

Magazine Capacity:  5 + 1 
(2.75-inch shotshells)

Barrel Length:  18 inches

Overall Length:  38.5 inches

Length of Pull:  13.75 inches

Drop at Comb:  1-3/8 inches

Drop at Heel:  1-5/8 inches

Weight Empty:  6 pounds, 4 ounces

Finish:  Matte chrome 

Choke Tubes:  Cylinder bore standard;
Improved, Modified & Full Cylinder 
optional

MSRP:  $399.99

The SXP Extreme Marine Defender offers a standard Picatinny rail with built-in ghost
right sights. It readily accepts a wide variety of aftermarket reflex optics, like this low-
profile Trijicon RMR.
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connect to the bolt and the operat-

ing forearm in a multiple-compo-

nent relationship, Winchester has

taken a consolidated approach with

their SXP action design. The dual

slide arms and bolt slide base are

welded together as one integral

part, which virtually eliminates the

twist and side-to-side wobble felt

in other designs, adding dramati-

cally to the SXP’s tight feel.

The bolt connects to the aft

end of the bolt carriage by looping

over a protrusion from the slide arm

base and the entire group of parts

effectively becomes one tight oper-

ational piece. The SXP’s action de-

sign is simple and gives the

operator total control of an ex-

tremely smooth and slick cycling

process.

TOUGH INSIDE AND OUT
Both of these Winchester SXP

Defenders offer one of the toughest

and most durable finishes you will

find on any shotgun, especially at

their price point.

According to Winchester’s

Glenn Hatt, “The barrel on the Ma-

rine Defenders is silver chrome fin-

ished on the exterior and hard

chrome finished in the chamber

and bore. The exterior finish is

matte, since the barrels are

chromed after bead blasting. The

magazine tube is finished with an

extremely durable silver E-coating.”

I found the matte silver hard

chrome finish on each Marine De-

fender’s barrel and magazine tube

to be exceptionally durable, repeat-

edly rejecting any staining, mud,

grime or saltwater I subjected these

twin 12-gauges to during the course

SPECIFICATIONS

SXP PUMP EXTREME 
MARINE DEFENDER

Caliber:  12-gauge

Model Number:  512272395

Action Type:  Pump

Chamber Size:  3 inches

Magazine Capacity:  5 + 1 
(2.75-inch shotshells)

Barrel Length:  18 inches

Overall Length:  38.5 inches

Length of Pull:  13.75 inches

Drop at Comb:  2 inches

Drop at Heel:  3.5 inches

Weight Empty:  7 pounds, 8 ounces

Finish:  Matte chrome

Choke Tubes:   Cylinder bore standard; 
Improved, Modified & Full Cylinder op-
tional

MSRP:  $619.99
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of extended field and marine

coastal evaluations. After six

months of sending hundreds of

rounds downrange in a variety of

scenarios, with a modicum of clean

up, each shotgun pretty much

looked as good as new. That’s im-

pressive stuff.

STRIP ACT
Field stripping the SXP Marine

Defenders is quite simple, as it

should be for a firearm that might

be called upon to defend family and

property in remote regions.

After making sure the gun is

unloaded and clear, disassemble by

pulling the forearm back halfway,

unscrewing and removing the mag-

azine cap, and easing the barrel for-

ward until the barrel bracket clears

the end of the magazine tube.

Then, push out the trigger

group pin and pull downward to

take out the trigger group; next, pull

the forearm forward to extract the

bolt and slide arm assembly. That’s

it, and it takes all of about 15-sec-

onds. To reassemble, carefully re-

verse the process.

For a more thorough cleaning,

refer to the Owner’s Manual for de-

tailed instructions regarding the

bolt, slide arm base, and firing pin.

RANGE IMPRESSIONS
The SXP Marine Defenders will

certainly stand out when you take

them to your local range. In a world

of look-alike basic black shotguns,

uncasing a svelte and handsome

two-tone 12-gauge with a matte

black aluminum receiver, stock and

forearm, offset by a silver chrome

barrel and magazine tube will defi-
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Both Marine Defenders offer
a simple cross-bolt safety
button set in the forward
part of the trigger housing
that clearly indicates when
the weapon is ready to fire
with a hi-vis red ring.

Twin Marines with different barrel layouts…the Extreme Marine Defender (left) offers
more standard features for its higher MSRP with a removable combination cylinder bore
choke/door breecher muzzle device, twin rail mounts at the 90 and 270-degree positions,
plus an elevated front post sight. The standard SXP Marine Defender keeps it simple with
a very effective Tru-Glo light-gathering fiber optic front sight.

Both Marine Defenders offer
a simple cross-bolt safety
button set in the forward
part of the trigger housing
that clearly indicates when
the weapon is ready to fire
with a hi-vis red ring.
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nitely get your neighbor’s attention.

The basic SXP Marine Defender

is relatively lean at only 6 pounds, 4

ounces. With its standard sporter

style stock, it will require a judicious

selection of shotshells to enjoy the

most pleasant shooting experience.

I recommend that you avoid mag-

num or 3-inch shells, which might

leave a few bruises on your shoot-

ing shoulder. Standard 2.75-inch

birdshot, BBs, low recoil buckshot

and slugs allowed the basic Super

X Pump Marine Defender to strut its

stuff in the field and the range rats

who shot it gave an exuberant

thumbs-up.

The SXP Extreme Marine De-

fender tips the scales at a beefier

7.5 pounds and its ATI stock not

only allows the operator to achieve

a firmer grasp and more overall

control, but felt recoil is also re-

duced due to a unique shock-ab-

sorbing, cushioned pistol grip

design. This beefier Defender had

no problems digesting standard

and full power 2.75-inch slugs and

buckshot. Of course, 3-inch mag-

num loads are always going to be

an “experience” no matter what

type of pump action shotgun you

prefer.

The hard chrome chamber and

bore elevated the usual reliable op-

erations of these twin pumpers to

supernatural status, with no failures

to feed or extract of any kind, even

using low-rimmed shotshells and

imported Euro and Asian ammo

that have caused some occasional

headaches in my personal

weapons.

I would rate the standard sights

on both of these SXP Marine De-

fenders as top-notch, enabling the

operator to acquire whatever target

is on the menu in less time than

other pumps. The TruGlo fiber optic

sight is fantastic and one of the

best “bead” type sights I have ever

used.

The Extreme Marine’s front

post and rear ghost ring made the

task of producing tight 5-shot clus-

ters at 50 yards using slug loads rel-

atively unchallenging. Adding a

quality reflex optic to the top rail on

either of these shotguns would cre-

ate a can’t-miss platform, whatever

the mission.

IN THE END
Both SXP Marine Defenders

shoot amazingly fast, are accurate,

and accommodate even the novice

operator. The quality is top-shelf

and the pricing is realistic — the

only difficulty is choosing which

shotgun to buy…first…GW

CONTACT
Winchester Repeating Arms
800-945-5237
WinchesterGuns.com

The Winchester SXP’s trigger group offers quick 1-pin removal from the receiver for cleaning and maintenance.
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DEFENDER
The Bersa BP 380CC is a flexible
and affordable option for home
defense and concealed carry

Text & Photos by Dr. Martin D. Topper

B ersa's new striker fired,
polymer-framed BP 380
is an effective close-range

defensive pistol. The introduction
of this competitively priced
compact handgun offers Bersa
.380 fans a choice between the 
company's highly popular double 
action Thunder and a thinner,
striker-fired gun.

Close Range 
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Bersa BP 380 left-side view
showing the slide stop/release,
mag release, finger rest, and
high-hold grip design.
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GUIDED TOUR
This new pistol is 6.35 inches

long, 4.8 inches high and 0.94

inches wide. It weighs 21.5 oz. un-

loaded and takes an eight-round

magazine.

The finish of the gun is de-

scribed as "duo-tone", but I

couldn’t distinguish the black matte

finish of the slide from the non-re-

flective black frame. Overall finish

on this pistol is good, but there is a

minor blemish on the right side of

the slide forward of the ejection

port.

All of the metalwork on the

slide is well executed. There are no

sharp edges anywhere on the slide

and its corners are nicely melted.

The cocking striations are dished

and provide a very sure grip when

cycling the slide.

The polymer frame is well

made. Checkering on the grip pan-

els and striations on the frontstrap

and backstrap provide a secure

hold without irritating the skin dur-

ing long shooting sessions. The grip

is very comfortable and there is a

horizontal triangular dished and

checkered area in front of the trig-

ger guard on both sides of the

frame.

The dished area on the strong

hand side is in just the right place

for holding the trigger finger above

the trigger in the register position

when the shooter is moving with

the pistol drawn. The dished area

on the weak hand side is ideally lo-

cated for the placement of the

weak hand thumb when using a

two-hand grip.

There is also a rail on the dust

cover for mounting lights, lasers

and light/laser combinations.
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SPECIFICATIONS

BERSA BP 380

Barrel:  3.3 inches

Frame:  Polymer

Finish:  Matte Black Duotone

Length:  6.35 inches

Height:  4.8 inches

Weight:  21.5 ounces

Width:  0.94 inches

Caliber:  .380 ACP

Capacity:  9 Rounds

Sights:  Three-dot

MSRP:  $430

The barrel has a
recessed crown to
protect the rifling.

Accuracy was 
acceptable for a 

self-defense pistol 
to be used at 
close range.

“
”
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When stripped for an initial

cleaning, no tool marks or other

signs of poor workmanship were

found inside the gun. However, the

fit of the slide, barrel and frame on

the test pistol is a bit loose. There

are a few hundredths of an inch of

side-to-side play in the slide.

In addition, the barrel tips a few

hundredths of an inch downward

when the barrel hood is pressed

while the slide is in battery. This in

turn pushes the slide a few hun-

dredths of an inch to the rear. The

entire slide could also be pushed a

few hundredths of an inch up and

down on the frame. This level of

looseness is not ideal and can de-

grade accuracy.

The trigger pull is somewhat

gritty with almost a half-inch of

take-up, and the break is soft rather
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The sights and edges of the BP 380's slide are nicely rounded.
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than crisp. Pull weight at the break

measures 3.75 pounds on my RCBS

trigger pull gauge, and there is al-

most no overtravel. Trigger reset

was quite short.

SAFETY
The BP 380 arrived in a padded

blue plastic hard case that also

contained a spare magazine and a

key to operate its manual internal

striker lock.

Other safety features on

this new gun include a window in

the back of the barrel hood to serve

as a visual loaded chamber indica-

tor, a disconnector to prevent the

gun from firing when the slide is out

of battery, and an automatic striker

block that’s released when the trig-

ger is pulled fully to the rear.

.380 FOR DEFENSE?
Several decades ago, Skeeter

Skelton wrote an article comparing

.380 ACP semi-autos to .38 Spl.

snubnose revolvers. He argued

quite convincingly that the .380

was the better tactical choice 
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TEST PERFORMANCE 

BERSA BP 380

LOAD NAME VELOCITY                                                       BEST 15-YD. GROUP

American Eagle 881 fps 4.41"
95-gr. FMJ                

CORBON 80-gr. 912 fps 3.8"
DPX

Liberty 50-gr. 1372  fps            3.38" 
Civil Defense FHP

Remington  88-gr.    945 fps   3.72"
JHP           

Five-shot groups fired at 15 yards from an MTM Front Sight rifle rest. Velocity data represents the average of
five shots measured 15 feet from the muzzle with a Competition Electronics chronograph.

The new Bersa .380 has a thin polymer grip with grooves and checkered panels that
make it easy to control during recoil.
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because it held more bullets and

had as much power as the short-

barreled .38. Since that time, both

cartridges have improved with re-

gard to terminal performance, with

the result being that the .380 is still

a better choice considering how flat

the .380 is when compared to a 5-

shot .38. It simply does not bulge as

much as the .38 when carried inside

the waistband.

AMMUNITION 
SELECTION

The ammunition chosen

to test the BP 380 included

two ultra-modern fourth gen-

eration HPs, a third generation

cup and core JHP and a sec-

ond generation FMJ load that's

essentially the same as the

original .380 load developed

by John Browning in 1908.

The two fourth generation

loads are CORBON's 80-grain

DPX copper HP and Liberty

Ammunition's 50-grain pre-

fragmented all-copper FHP

(fragmenting hollow point).

Liberty's "cluster bullet"

rapidly transmits energy to the

target when the hollow point

cavity fragments into six

pieces that penetrate six to

eight inches in a cone-shaped

wound track. After fragment-

ing, the base of the bullet pen-

etrates straight forward to a

depth of about 12 inches when

tested in clear ballistics gelatin.

The third generation load is

Remington's 88-grain JHP. This cup

and core design usually expands to

0.55-0.60 inches and normally

penetrates eight to nine inches in

ten percent gelatin.

The second generation FMJ is

Federal's 95-grain American Eagle

load. It doesn’t expand and its pen-

etration in ten percent gelatin is

normally about 15-17 inches.

These four loads simulate the

performance of loads that .380

owners are likely to use for personal

defense.

ACCURACY
The BP 380 was bench tested

for accuracy and velocity and then

used to conduct a tactical drill from

seven yards. Bench testing was

conducted at a distance of 15 yards.

Accuracy tests were employed

using an MTM Front Sight Rifle Rest

and a sandbag to steady the pistol.

Accuracy was acceptable for a

self-defense pistol to be used at

close range. The best groups for

each load fired in the BP 380 were

in the 3.5- to 4.4-inch range. This in-

dicates the test pistol is adequate

for chest shots out to 15 yards, but

good headshots weren't forthcom-

ing at that range.

Even so, the BP 380 is suffi-

ciently accurate for most defensive

shootings that take place on the

street. It's also true that most

shooters will probably shoot better

with the BP 380 than they will with

many .38 snubnose revolvers.
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Bersa's new striker
fired, polymer-framed
BP 380 is an effective

close-range 
defensive pistol.

“
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SPEED
Velocity was measured with a

Competition Electronics chrono-

graph and bullet energy was calcu-

lated using Sierra's Infinity

software. Results indicated that the

BP 380 produced velocity and en-

ergy levels that would generally be

expected from a compact .380.

The fastest and most powerful

load was Liberty's 50-grain FHP,

which left the muzzle at 1342 fps

and generated 209 ft-lbs of muzzle

energy. The lowest energy level was

produced by the DPX, which deliv-

ered 148 ft-lbs.

The BP 380 isn't as powerful

as a 9mm, but it's clearly not a

mouse gun, either. When it comes

to power, this .380 is fully the equal

of many .38 loads used today for

personal defense.

During bench tests, I experi-

enced a few stoppages with the

slide failing to go into battery. They

were limited in number and ceased

after the first 50 rounds had been

fired. By that point, the gun was

broken in and there were no further

stoppages.

TACTICAL DRILLS
The BP 380 is a personal de-

fense gun, so I designed a couple

drills to see how it handled. I

stacked a couple of large barrels 7

yards from the berm in front of two

target stands.

I then ran two cover drills with

three silhouette targets. One target

had a single silhouette and the

other had two gunmen, one stand-

ing behind the other so that only his

head and gun arm were visible. 

The first drill involved taking

headshots on the target with just

the head and gun arm visible. The

other two targets represented an

innocent bystander and a hostage.

During the drill I ran to cover and

took a single head shot on the

hostage taker. I ran the drill five

times and all shots were in the

lower face.
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The BP 380 was tested for velocity using a Competition Electronics chronograph. From the bench, the Bersa BP 380 delivered 
acceptable tactical accuracy at 15 yards.
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The second drill involved run-

ning to cover while drawing and

then quickly firing one shot at all

three targets. All shots were on

paper.

FINAL NOTES
The Bersa BP 380 proved to be

a reasonable choice for those who

favor the .380 ACP cartridge for

concealed carry and home defense.

It's not a target pistol, but it is suffi-

ciently accurate to place headshots

on target at 7 yards and chest shots

at 15 yards. This covers the vast ma-

jority of the armed confrontations

that take place today.

The BP 380 has a number of

other merits. It’s as powerful as

most .38 snubbies, it holds nearly

twice as much ammo and is easier

to reload and conceal. Lastly, you

can hang lights and lasers on its

frame. Given the BP 380's reason-

able $430 MSRP, there's a lot to be

said for it. GW
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CONTACT

CORBON Ammunition
800-626-7266
Corbon.com

Federal American Eagle
800-322-2342
FederalPremium.com

Florida Gun Exchange
386-304-9499
FloridaGunExchange.com

Liberty Ammunition
941-567-6272
LibertyAmmunition.com

MTM Case-Gard Products
937-890-7461
Mtmcase-Gard.com

Volusia County Gun and Hunt Club
386-717-1394
VolusiaCountyGunandHuntclub.com

Remington Ammunition
800-243-9700
Remington.comThis 3.8-inch group

was fired from the 
bench at 15 yards.

Accuracy was 
acceptable for a self-

defense pistol to be used
at close range.

“
”
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J A N T Z - U S A  A T  K N

CAT.# STEEL FINISH TEMPER HRC PRICE
J8158
J8189

CPM 154
Damascus

Satin
Etched

Cryo
Cryo

59-60
58-60

29.95
29.95

CAT.# STEEL FINISH TEMPER HRC PRICE
J8258
J8289

CPM 154
Damascus

Satin
Etched

Cryo
Cryo

59-60
58-60

34.95
59.95

CAT.# STEEL FINISH TEMPER HRC PRICE
J1008
J1089

440C
Damascus

Satin
Etched

Cryo
Cryo

57-58
58-60

29.95
49.95

CAT.# STEEL FINISH TEMPER HRC PRICE
J3508
J3528
J3558
J3589

440C
D2 

CPM 154
Damascus

Satin
Satin 
Satin

Etched

Cryo
Cryo 
Cryo
Cryo

57-58
59-61
59-60
58-60

32.95
32.95
39.95
49.95

CAT.# STEEL FINISH TEMPER HRC PRICE
J5108
J5128
J5148
J5178
J5189

440C
D2 

154CM
CPMS 90V
Damascus

Satin
Satin 
Satin
Satin

Etched

Cryo
Cryo 
Cryo
Cryo 
Cryo

57-58
59-61
58-59
56-59
58-60

34.95
34.95
39.95
99.95
99.95

CAT.# STEEL FINISH TEMPER HRC PRICE
J6127
J6128
J6107
J6108
J6157
J6158
J6189

D2
D2 

440C
440C

CPM154
CPM154

Damascus

Peened
Satin

Peened
Satin

Peened
Satin

Etched

Cryo
Cryo
Cryo
Cryo
Cryo
Cryo
Cryo

59-61
59-61
57-58
57-58
59-60
59-60
58-60

32.95
32.95
32.95
32.95
44.95
44.95
89.95

CAT.# STEEL FINISH TEMPER HRC PRICE
J3127
J3128
J3147
J3148
J3198
J319K
J3189

D2
D2 

154CM
154CM
1095
1095

Damascus

Peened
Satin

Peened
Satin
Satin
Black

Etched

Cryo
Cryo
Cryo
Cryo
Cryo
Cryo
Cryo

59-61
59-61
58-59
58-59
57-58
57-58
58-60

31.95
31.95
35.95
35.95
24.95
24.95
79.95

CAT.# STEEL FINISH TEMPER HRC PRICE
J6508
J6528
J6589

440C
D2 

Damascus

Satin
Satin

Etched

Cryo
Cryo 
Cryo

57-58
59-61
58-60

39.95
39.95
99.95

CAT.# STEEL FINISH TEMPER HRC PRICE
J5208
J5228
J5289

440C
D2 

Damascus

Satin
Satin

Etched

Cryo
Cryo 
Cryo

57-58
59-61
58-60

39.95
39.95
99.95

CAT.# THICK PRICE
KI1815
KI1315
KI1415 

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”

10.95
15.95
19.95

CAT.# THICK PRICE
KI1802
KI1302
KI1402 

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”

8.95
9.95

14.95

CAT.# THICK PRICE
KI1804
KI1304
KI1404 

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”

8.95
9.95

14.95

CAT.# THICK PRICE
KI1808
KI1308
KI1408 

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”

8.95
10.95
13.95

CAT.# THICK PRICE
KI1810
KI1310
KI1410 

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”

8.95
10.95
13.95

Designed with beauty and usability in mind, the rounded 
and ground tip is perfect for shucking oysters practically 
and safely.  Cryogenically treated and razor sharp.  Overall 
length 6 3/4”, blade is 2 1/4” x 1.04” wide, .100” thick.  
Handle Holes 3/16”.

Oyster Blade

      HANDLE
   MATERIAL

JANTZ  USA MADE BLADES
1 1/2” X 10” Scales below.

Overall length 7 3/4", blade is 3" x 3/4" wide, 1/8" thick.  
Handle Holes 3/16".  

Overall length 5 1/8", blade is 2" x 1/2" wide, .100" thick.  
Handle Holes 1/8".  

Overall length 6 5/8", blade is 3" x 3/4" wide, 1/8" thick.  
Handle Holes 3/16", Thong Hole 3/16".  

The back is flat.

Overall length 8 7/16", blade is 3 1/2" x 1 1/8" wide, 5/32" 
thick.  Handle Holes 3/16", Thong Hole 3/16".  

Similar to our Pattern 31 with a full hollow grind.  
Cryogenically treated and razor sharp.  Overall length 7 
5/8", blade is 3" x 1 1/8" wide, 5/32" thick.  Bolster Holes 
1/8", Handle Holes 1/4", Thong Hole 1/4".  See online for 
accessories.  

Similar to our Pattern 22 with a full hollow grind.  
Cryogenically treated and razor sharp.  Overall length 8 
3/8", blade is 3 1/2" x 1 3/32" wide, 5/32" thick.  Bolster 
Holes 1/8", Handle Holes 1/4", Thong Hole 1/4".  See page 
online for accessories.  

Pattern 61 is flat ground and has optimal edge holding 
capability.  Overall length 7 3/4”, Blade Length  3 1/4”, width 1 
1/4”, thickness 9/64” (.140”).  Bolster holes 3/32”, Handle Holes 
3/32” and 3/16”, Thong Hole 1/4”.  

Pattern 31 is flat ground and has optimal edge holding 
capability.  Overall length 7 5/8”, Blade Length 3”, width 1 1/8”, 
thickness 5/32”.  Bolster holes 1/8”, Handle Holes 1/4”, Thong 
Hole 1/4”.  

Jantz Blades are the highest quality pre-shaped blades available anywhere. 
Each of these hollow ground blades are designed by our team and crafted 100% on site at our facility.

Jantz Blades are the highest quality pre-shaped blades available anywhere. 
The two blades below are only a portion of our flat ground Jantz Blades.  Designed and crafted 100% on site at our facility.

Large Caper

Small Caper

Pattern 35

Pattern 65

Pattern 52

Pattern 61Pattern 31

Pattern 51 Desert Camo

Lava Flow

Red Pearl

Green Pearl

Glow
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N I F E M A K I N G . C O M

CAT.# O.D. I.D. BALL DIA. PRICE
GC101
GC106
GC111
GC121
GC102

.354”

.358”

.378”

.415”

.454”

.157”

.192”

.218”

.255”

.258”

.062”

.062”

.062”

.062”

.078”

1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29

CAT.# NAME DIAMETER TORX PRICE
FF401
FF402
FF403
FF404
FF271
FF273
FF275
FF276
FF277

Spinner
Galaxy
Orchid
Turbine

Solar Flare
Gear

Bullseye
Cosmos

Texas Star

1/4”
1/4”
1/4”
1/4”

5/16”
5/16”
5/16”
5/16”
5/16”

T6
T6
T6
T6
T8
T8
T8
T8
T8

2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49
2.49

CAT.# O.D. LENGTH FITS PRICE
F85B
F88B
F96B
F98B

3/16”
3/16”
1/4”
1/4”

.350”

.500”

.350”

.500”

1/4”
1/4”

5/16”
5/16”

1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

CAT.# THICK PRICE
KI1809
KI1309
KI1409 

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”

8.95
10.95
13.95

CAT.# THICK PRICE
KI1806
KI1306
KI1406 

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”

8.95
10.95
13.95

CAT.# THICK PRICE
KI1801
KI1301
KI1401 

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”

8.95
9.95

14.95

CAT.# THICK PRICE
KI1803
KI1303
KI1403 

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”

8.95
9.95

14.95

CAT.# THICK PRICE
KI1807
KI1307
KI1407 

1/8”
3/16”
1/4”

8.95
9.95

14.95

Kirinite® is one of the most 
stylish resin materials on the 
market. Use standard wood 
working techniques at slow 
working speeds and low 
temperatures. Pictures are 
example only.  Other colors 
and 5” x 10” slabs available.

DOWNLOAD OUR 
NEW ONLINE CATALOG AT

JANTZ
knifemaking.com
1-800-351-8900

BLADE STEEL FOLDER ACCESSORIES
All steel offered below by JANTZ is made in the USA. Visit www.
knifemaking.com to purchase other widths and thicknesses.  

18” Steel

18” Steel

18” Steel

18” Steel

36” Steel

36” Steel

36” Steel

36” Steel

THICK WIDE MILL FINISH BLANCHARD PRECISION
1/8" 1 1/2" TF218 - $ 36.95 TU218 - $ 42.95 TG218 - $ 48.95
1/8" 2" TF228 - $ 44.95 TU228 - $ 52.95 TG228 - $ 60.95
5/32" 1 1/2" TF318 - $ 48.95 TU318 - $ 54.95 TG318 - $ 60.95
5/32" 2" TF328 - $ 65.95 TU328 - $ 73.95 TG328 - $ 81.95

QF136 1/8" 1 1/2" MILL FINISH $129.95
QF656 5/32" 2" MILL FINISH $195.95
QF716 3/16" 1 1/2" MILL FINISH  $171.95
QF726 3/16" 2" MILL FINISH $225.95

CAT# THICK WIDE FINISH PRICE
JF428 3/16" 2" MILL FINISH $ 52.95
JF518 1/4" 1 1/2" MILL FINISH $ 52.95
JF528 1/4" 2" MILL FINISH  $ 70.95
JF548 1/4" 4" MILL FINISH $134.95

JF426 3/16" 2" MILL FINISH $103.95
JF516 1/4" 1 1/2" MILL FINISH $103.95
JF526 1/4" 2" MILL FINISH  $139.95
JF546 1/4" 4" MILL FINISH $268.95

CAT# THICK WIDE FINISH PRICE
QF118 1/8" 1 1/2" MILL FINISH $ 65.95
QF658 5/32" 2" MILL FINISH $ 98.95
QF718 3/16" 1 1/2" MILL FINISH  $ 86.95
QF728 3/16" 2" MILL FINISH $113.95

THICK WIDE MILL FINISH BLANCHARD PRECISION
1/8" 1 1/2" ZF218 - $ 26.95 ZU218 - $ 32.95 ZG218 - $ 38.95
1/8" 2" ZF228 - $ 34.95 ZU228 - $ 42.95 ZG228 - $ 50.95
5/32" 1 1/2" ZF318 - $ 28.95 ZU318 - $ 34.95 ZG318 - $ 40.95
5/32" 2" ZF328 - $ 39.95 ZU328 - $ 47.95 ZG328 - $ 55.95
3/16" 1 1/2" ZF418 - $ 35.95 ZU418 - $ 41.95 ZG418 - $ 47.95
3/16" 2" ZF428 - $ 45.95 ZU428 - $ 53.95 ZG428 - $ 61.95

1/8" 1 1/2" TF216 - $ 72.95 TU216 - $ 84.95 TG216 - $ 96.95
1/8" 2" TF226 - $ 93.95 TU226 - $109.95 TG226 - $125.95
5/32" 1 1/2" TF316 - $ 90.95 TU316 - $102.95 TG316 - $114.95
5/32" 2" TF326 - $123.95 TU326 - $139.95 TG326 - $155.95

1/8" 1 1/2" ZF216 - $ 51.95 ZU216 - $ 63.95 ZG216 - $ 75.95
1/8" 2" ZF226 - $ 65.95 ZU226 - $ 81.95 ZG226 - $ 97.95
5/32" 1 1/2" ZF316 - $ 55.95 ZU316 - $ 67.95 ZG316 - $ 79.95
5/32" 2" ZF326 - $ 75.95 ZU326 - $ 91.95 ZG326 - $107.95
3/16" 1 1/2" ZF416 - $ 66.95 ZU416 - $ 78.95 ZG416 - $ 90.95
3/16" 2" ZF426 - $ 86.95 ZU426 - $102.95 ZG426 - $118.95

CPM S110V is a high alloy martensitic stainless tool steel.  
Offers better corrosion resistance than 440C or CPM S90V.  
Aim hardness is 58/61.  Typical chemistry C 2.8, Nb 3.0, Cr 
15.25, V 9.00, Mo 2.25, Co 2.5.

CPM D2 is an air-hardening, high carbon, high chromium 
tool steel, heat treatable to HRC 60-62. It offers excellent 
abrasion resistance. Machinable in the annealed condition 
and exhibits minimal distortion on hardening. Typical 
chemistry: C 1.50, Mn .40, Si .40, Cr 12.00, V .95, Mo .90.

CPM REX M4 HC(HS) is a special purpose high speed steel 
exhibiting better wear resistance and toughness.  Also 
providing enhanced machinability and grindability.  Aim 
hardness is 63/65.     Typical chemistry:     C 1.42, Mn .30, 
S .06, Cr 4.00, V 4.0, Mo 5.25, W 5.5.

CPM 20CV is a martensitic stainless steel with exceptionally 
good wear resistance and outstanding corrosion resistance.  
Aim for hardness is 58-59Rc. CPM 20CV is a registered 
trademark of Crucible Industries LLC.
Typical chemistry: C 1.9, Cr 20.0, V 4.0, Mo 1.0, W.6.

GTC 440C stainless steel thrust ball bearings caged 
in stainless steel retainers developed by Gustavo T. 
Cecchini's GTC Knives to reduce friction and failures, 
increase opening time, and easier cleaning.  The 100% 
stainless steel construction eliminates the problems 
of other thrust bearings that are not 100% stainless.   
Sold separately.

Pivot barrels are threaded 6-48.

Spinner Galaxy Orchid Turbine

Designed and manufactured by JANTZ in our facility.  
Use with our threaded pivot barrels. 303 Stainless Torx 
head screw, .350” in length and threaded 6-48.

Decorative Torx Screws for Pivot Pins

Solar Flare Texas StarBullseyeGear Cosmos

CPM® S110V® Stainless Steel

CPM® D2 Carbon Steel

CPM® REX M4 High Speed Steel

CPM® 20-CV Tool Steel

Patriot

Toxic Green

Royal Pearl

Blue Pearl

Black Pearl

Bearings

Threaded Pivot Only
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TURNKEY

With the SA-459 Turkey,
Weatherby has created a
turkey gun that’s capable
right from the box.

With the SA-459 Turkey,
Weatherby has created a
turkey gun that’s capable
right from the box.
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T urkey hunters are a zealous lot, literally willing
to walk an extra mile for a shot at one of the big,
boisterous birds. These individuals realize that

several days’ or even weeks’ worth of effort could come 
down to a sole encounter with only one shot at success.

Turkey-Taker
Text & Photos by Aaron Carter

The Weatherby SA-459 is a capable gobbler
gun right out of the box
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Diehard longbeard hunters look

for any advantage, particularly

when it comes to gear selection, in-

cluding guns, optics, ammo, calls

and camo. Like most serious turkey

hunters, I leave nothing to chance

and own my fair share of turkey

equipment and firearms. Concern-

ing the shotgun, I have found that

certain features give me an edge.

Interestingly, all of them are in a

single, affordable platform: the

Weatherby SA-459 Turkey.

What defines a top-notch, gob-

bler-getting shotgun varies slightly

from person to person, and it

changes with time, too. For years, I

used a shotgun chambered for 3.5-

inch 12 gauge Roman candle-sized

shells. Bigger is better, right?

Over time, ammunition per-

formance improvements incorpo-

rated in the 12-gauge lines trickled

down to the 20-gauge market, en-

abling a 3-inch 20-gauge to pro-

duce lethal 40-yard patterns,

without the extra pound of weight

or intimidating recoil of its 12-gauge

kin.

Because I spend considerable

time turkey hunting with my nine-

year-old son and trekking the Ap-

palachian Trail, the 6.25-pound

20-gauge Weatherby SA-459 is the

platform I prefer for us both. It

looks, feels and shoots like a turkey

gun should.

CAMO DIP & GRIP
Excluding the plastic trigger

guard, rubber recoil pad and pistol

grip, the SA-459 Turkey is dipped in

Realtree Xtra Green camouflage. Al-

though I haven’t found it imperative

to have a camouflage-clad shotgun

to kill gobblers, it does improve aes-

thetics and adds a measure of pro-

tection to the metal surfaces.

The pistol grip is among the

most desirable features of a dedi-

cated turkey-hunting shotgun be-

cause it improves maneuverability,

controllability, and comfort. Ten

grooves molded in the rubberized

surface provide amazing all-

weather traction.

Depending on where the meas-

On the right side of the
receiver is the large 
action-release button
and an oversized 
charging handle.
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urement is taken, the drop at comb

is around 1.5 inches. The drop at

heel is 2.25 inches, while the length

of pull is 13.5 inches.

During my evaluation, the SA-

459 Turkey’s rubber recoil pad

tended to snag clothing when

bringing it to shoulder. Once in

place, though, it’s unlikely to move

inadvertently. The pad isn’t overly

pliable, but then again, in 20-gauge

felt recoil isn’t a major concern;

however, in the 12-gauge 3-inch ver-

sion, that might be different.

Measuring 1.64-inches at its

widest, the 20-gauge’s forend is rel-

atively thin, which is sure to be ap-

preciated by hunters with smaller

hands. Integral checkering and fin-

ger grooves add even more surface

area for the support hand to em-

brace.

Benefitting the forced march

and “run-and-gun” gobbler hunters

$8480
(plus shipping)

Shown here with 
optional stand, 
LCD monitor,  
machine arms, 
and accessories.

Every PCNC 1100 features:

Product information and online ordering at

www.tormach.com

Enable Your Ideas with a PCNC Mill
2011 Pistolsmith of 

the Year - SDM 

Fabricating Inc. 

uses his PCNC 

to customize a 

357 Magnum.

Discerning gunsmiths and manufacturers know there’s only one 

choice in CNC for affordable precision: 

The Tormach PCNC 1100.

Take aim at your most demanding machining needs

- engraving, milling, threading, reaming, and boring. Big 

or small, Tormach hits the bullseye to deliver for you.

    ■ 1100 lbs cast iron construction

    ■ Ground P4 ballscrews and single 
shot lubrication

    ■ Computer controlled spindle speed 
and direction

    ■ PTFE bonded slideways (similar to Turcite®) 

    ■ Precision R8 spindle - 100 to 5000 RPM 
with vector drive technology  

    ■ Easy to use in manual or automatic modes

The pistol grip is 
among the most desirable

features…because it 
improves maneuverability,

controllability, 
and comfort.

“

”

The SA-459
Turkey looks, feels
and shoots like a
turkey gun should.
(Weatherby photo)
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are sling swivel studs; one is lo-

cated on the buttstock just forward

of the recoil pad, while the other is

found on the front of the magazine

tube cap.

BARRELING ALONG
The SA-459 Turkey’s 22-inch

barrel is ideal for a turkey-specific

shotgun. Unlike when hunting most

other upland game, where a long

barrel (and thus greater sighting

plane) is desirable, a short barrel is

preferable for pursuing turkeys.

Why? Turkeys can take unexpected

approaches, requiring the hunter to

quickly reposition the shotgun to

get a shot.

Depending on where you set

up, four to six inches of additional

barrel length can prevent you from

moving the gun to acquire the

quarry. The slight increase in exter-

nal and terminal ballistics afforded

by the extra barrel length doesn’t off-

set this loss of maneuverability.

A 0.280-inch-wide ventilated rib

runs the length of the barrel and a

half-inch long green fiber-optic sight is

attached near the muzzle.

According to the owner’s manual,

the barrel is threaded to accept

Weatherby Multi-Choke screw-in

choke tubes. Included with the SA-

459 Turkey is a fluted, non-ported,

lead-shot-only, extra-full choke tube

with a 0.570-inch constriction. It ex-

tends the barrel’s length by about 1-

7/16 inches.

RECEIVER WORKINGS
The barrel extension (containing

the extractor cutout) protrudes into

the receiver. The steel bolt slams

home to lock up into the top of the

barrel extension, and gently easing the

bolt forward could prevent the bolt

from going completely into battery.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEATHERBY SA-459 TURKEY

Action Type:  gas-operated, 
semi-automatic shotgun

Gauge:  20

Magazine Capacity:  5 rounds

Barrel Length:  22 inches

Chamber:  3 inches

Sights:  Fiber optic front

Stock:   Synthetic

Finish:  Realtree Xtra green

Overall Length:  44 inches

Weight:  6 pounds, 4 ounces

MSRP:  $799

The Weatherby SA-459
Turkey, disassembled.
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MAKE RELOADING EASY

MAKE RELOADING EASY

Fits 
GSG-1911 

and
SIG SAUER 
1911-22 

Mags

www.mygtul.com
757-647-0805

Made in USA
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Heavy Loads and Light Loads pistons for the SA-459. The Light Loads piston is for use
with 7/8-ounce shotshells, and the Heavy Loads piston should work with 7/8-ounce to
15/16-ounce rounds.

The pistol grip improves
maneuverability, 
controllability, 
and comfort.
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Due to the manner in which the

bolt locks up, the receiver is a mini-

mally stressed part that can be ma-

chined from lightweight aluminum.

On the right side of the receiver is

the large action-release button and

an oversized charging handle.

Recognizing that most dedi-

cated turkey hunters prefer after-

market optics instead of open

sights, the company drilled and

tapped the top of the receiver for

the addition of a scope base or the

Picatinny-style rail included with

the gun.

The SA-459 Turkey’s trigger

group is contained within a polymer

housing that can be easily removed

for cleaning by gently tapping out

one assembly pin. On the sample

gun, the blued, steel trigger exhib-

ited considerable travel before

breaking at 5 pounds, 5 ounces, fol-

lowed by a bit of overtravel.

The cross-bolt safety is located

at the rear of the trigger guard, im-

mediately aft of the trigger. When in

the “fire” (or leftmost) position,

there is a sliver of red showing on

the button. It is recommended that

the safety be slowly eased into the

firing position; pushing it quickly

produces an audible click that as-

suredly will be heard by a wary tom.

A Picatinny-style rail is included on the SA-459, and the author installed his Leupold DeltaPoint reflex sight for testing.
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At the front left side of the trig-

ger guard is the carrier lock button. If

the magazine is empty, pressing the

button rearward enables the bolt to

lock open. If a round is chambered,

the cocking handle can be pulled

rearward to empty the chamber

without another feeding from the

magazine. Pressing rearward on the

carrier lock button allows a shotshell

to slide atop the carrier and after

pulling the cocking handle rearward

and releasing, the round is fed into

the chamber.

The trigger guard itself is mini-

malistic; in fact, anything other than

thin gloves would prevent the index

finger from reaching the trigger.

PISTON-DRIVEN
The internal (action) compo-

nents of the SA-459 are relatively

few in number, and operation is un-

complicated. During firing, gas bled

from two barrel ports impinges on

the piston, which resides against

the slide arm assembly. The slide

arm assembly, which connects to

the sliding bar block, travels rear-

ward. As the sliding bar block

moves back, the locking block dis-

engages, thereby permitting the

bolt – located atop the sliding bar

block – to move rearward.

As the bolt extracts and ejects

the spent hull, the link connected to

the sliding bar block compresses

the recoil spring in the buttstock.

The recoil spring rebounds to initi-

ate forward movement of the bolt,

where it pushes forward and cham-

bers the awaiting shell, completing

lockup.

The process is extremely fast; I

wasn’t left wanting for additional

speed.

Two pistons, designated “Light

Loads” and “Heavy Loads” ship

with the SA-459. The Light Loads

piston is for use with 7/8-ounce

shotshells; the Heavy Loads piston

should work with 7/8-ounce to

15/16-ounce rounds.

Magazine capacity is five 2.75-

inch or four 3-inch shells. From the

factory, the magazine capacity is

two rounds; however, the magazine

plug can be removed to attain the

full capacity.

CHRONO TESTS
To test this 20-ga. shotgun, I

headed to the range with an assort-

ment of target and hunting loads.

During function testing, the 2.75-

inch 7/8-ounce shotshells (regard-

less of target or hunting

configuration) would not cycle the

gun with the Heavy Loads piston in

place, while the Light Loads piston

digested them without hesitation.

All turkey loads cycled vigor-

ously when the Heavy Loads piston

was used. For this reason, it would

be a good idea to choose the best

piston based on testing actual

hunting ammo before heading to

the woods. Empty hulls were

ejected about eight to ten feet to

the shooter's right and were clus-

tered relatively close together.

Given the SA-459 Turkey’s

short barrel (23-7/16 inches with

extended choke in place) and the

cold 22-degree temperature, I ex-

pected that the loads’ velocities

would fall short of the published

numbers, and that they did. Accord-

ing to my RCBS AmmoMaster

chronograph, at five feet some ex-

hibited noticeably greater loss than

others.

Remington’s 3-inch Nitro

Turkey is listed as attaining 1,185 fps

The 6.25-pound 
20-gauge Weatherby 

SA-459…looks, feels and
shoots like a turkey 

gun should.

“
”

Bolt beside slide
bar block (with link
attached).
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with 1.25-ounces of high-antimony-

lead No. 5 shot, and for 10 shots it

averaged 1,169 fps; not bad at all.

Federal Premium’s 3-inch Mag-

Shok purportedly propels 1-5/16

ounces of copper-plated-lead No. 5

shot to 1,185 fps, but it fell short of

that number by 42 fps, which,

again, is still quite good.

Hornady’s 3-inch Heavy Mag-

num load is shown to reach 1,150

fps with its 1-3/8 ounces of nickel-

plated-lead No. 5 shot, but only at-

tained 1,053 fps, nearly 100 fps

slower than the published velocity.

OBSERVING PATTERNS
With function testing and

chronograph work completed, I

began the patterning phase. To en-

sure optimal pattern placement, I

topped the SA-459 Turkey with a

Leupold DeltaPoint reflex-style

sight.

Using the factory-supplied

extra-full choke limited me a bit be-

cause the choke is only suitable for

lead and plated lead, which means I

couldn’t use any tungsten-based

premium turkey loads. Realistically,

most 20-ga. shotguns reach their

effective limit around 40 yards, so I

elected to pattern the loads at that

distance on Champion VisiColor

Turkey Targets surrounded by clear-

ance wrapping paper.

Of the three, the Federal Pre-

mium Mag-Shok load exhibited the

best performance, delivering 71 pel-

lets in a 10-inch circle surrounding

the point of aim, eleven of which

were in the outlined kill zone. Rem-

ington’s Nitro Turkey placed 63 pel-

lets in the 10-inch circle, four of

which struck the vitals, and the

Hornady Heavy Magnum put 35

shot into a 10-inch circle with four

lethal hits.

Clearly, with the provided

extra-full, lead-only choke the Fed-

eral Premium Mag-Shok load was

the superior option; however, it

would be interesting to test it with

an aftermarket choke rated for

tungsten-based shot. I would be

surprised if doing so doesn't dra-

matically improve the results.

Lastly, I took a single shot with

the Federal load at 30 yards to see

how it’d do at closer range. At that

distance, it placed 149 pellets in a

10-inch circle surrounding the point

of aim. Remarkable.

IN MY OPINION
Given the SA-459's features

and the range results, there’s noth-

ing that needs to be changed to

topple toms out to 40 yards. To fur-

ther increase range, though, one

could experiment with aftermarket

choke and ammunition combina-

tions, or opt for the 12-gauge in-

stead of the 20. However, you don’t

have to, and that’s the beauty of

the SA-459 Turkey: Weatherby has

created a turkey gun that’s capable

right from the box. GW

CONTACT
Weatherby, Inc. 
800-227-2016
Weatherby.com

Pattern at 30 yards with Federal Premium Mag-Shok (149 pellets in a 10-inch circle
surrounding the point of aim).
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Dillon Precision’s

XL650
Dillon Precision’s

XL650
STANDARD FEATURES:
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To receive a FREE Catalog, call 800-762-3845 and ask for stock number K91-14690.
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Little 

Quality Time with the Amercan
Made Henry .45-70 Carbine

Text & Photos by Thomas C. Tabor

O ne-hundred percent American
made products are hard to find,
but the firearms produced by

Henry Repeating Arms Company are a
clear and impressive exception. As
company President Anthony Imperato
proudly says, “Every Henry rifle is, and
always will be, made in America or they
won’t be made at all.”

BIG GUN

The author found the Henry’s
abilities to be well matched
when conditions call for fast
and furious gun handling.
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Every part used in Henry rifles,

from the barrels to the American

black walnut stocks, has its roots in

our country. All of the machining

and labor that go into   making each

rifle is done stateside as well.

The majority of Henry rifles are

direct descendants of those

firearms that were originally instru-

mental in taming our   country. As

the American Civil War broke out,

about 10,000 Henry rifles found

their way into the hands of Union

troops. After the war finally ended,

the Henrys began working their way

out west, where rifles chambered

for the cartridge Henry then called

the ".44-100" became one of many

calibers favored by buffalo hunters.

QUICK, FAST POWER
Henry Repeating Arms Com-

pany produces an impressive array

of rifles chambered in a diverse se-

lection of both rimfire and center-

fire calibers. The .45-70

Government chambering is a rela-

tively recent addition to the com-

pany line, offered for about five

years as the lever action Model

H010, a powerful combination that I

simply had to shoot.

My test and evaluation rifle had

a round barrel and blued steel re-

ceiver. However, company officials

told me to expect a new .45-70

Government rifle with a hardened

brass receiver and octagonal barrel

to be released later this year.

The Henry’s short length aids

the rifle’s fast handling and quick

pointing, but many potential shoot-

ers might fear that the recoil of the

massive .45-70 cartridge could

overshadow those benefits. Short

length doesn’t always equate to

less weight, and I certainly wouldn’t

consider this a lightweight rifle by

any stretch of the imagination.

With the rifle alone weighing in

at well over seven pounds, it pro-

jected a feeling of being solid and

well built, and that weight came in

handy by absorbing some of the

felt recoil. The recoil wasn’t imper-

ceptible, nor was it unbearable. My

own centerfire magnums seem to

abuse my shoulder much worse

than this rifle does.

The gun’s straight stock design

played a large role in managing the

.45-70’s recoil by driving the rifle di-

rectly into the shoulder, rather than

racing up the shoulder and into the

shooter’s face.

SMOOTH AND SAFE
Henry takes pride in the

smoothness of their actions and I

The Henry lever action carbine chambered in .45-70 is a great option for those shooters looking for a fast handling,
large caliber rifle. (Henry photo)
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found the Henry’s action as smooth

and precise as any lever action rifle

I’ve encountered. Working the lever

ejected empty cases and cham-

bered fresh rounds reliably, with no

negative feedback to report.

Lever action firearms are sel-

dom equipped with what I would

call conventional style button or

slide safeties; instead, the shooter

has to carefully lower the hammer

all the way down. In addition to

manually lowering the hammer, the

Henry had a secondary type of

safety to stop movement of the

trigger until the shooter has gripped

the stock's pistol grip. This

blocking mechanism is partially

visible and located just behind

the trigger, protruding slightly

from the bottom of the stock

grip.

When the shooter places

their hand inside the finger grip

of the lever and tightens their

grip, the lever disengages the

blocking mechanism, allowing

the trigger to operate.

WOOD CHECK
I found the inletting of the

metal to the wood to be well

done. The American black walnut

stock was what I consider semi-fig-

ured with a marginal amount of

nice wood grain showing.

While most of the lever action

rifles produced by Henry don’t nor-

mally include stock checkering, this

model is an exception. It contained

a ribbon-style checkering pattern

on both the pistol grip and the fore-

arm that appeared to be 18 lines

per inch.

Upon opening of the
Henry action the breech-
block is moved to the rear
of the action, simultane-
ously drawing the hammer
back and ejecting the
empty cartridge case.
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The checkering consisted of a

panel on each side of the pistol grip

and three panels on the forearm (a

panel on each side as well as a sep-

arate one on the bottom).

ODDS & ENDS
When this rifle was designed,

emphasis was placed on making it

fast-handling, quick-to-point, fast-

to-cycle and reload and capable of

quick target acquisition. As such, it
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SPECIFICATIONS

H010

Manufacturer:  Henry Repeating Arms

Caliber:  .45-70 Government

Weight:  7.5 pounds

Sights:  Blade front sight and 
XS Ghost Ring adjustable rear sight

Action:  Lever Action

Barrel:  18.43 inches with a twist 
rate of 1:20

Stock:  Semi-figured black walnut with
checkered grip and forearm

Magazine:  Tubular

Magazine Capacity:  4 rounds

MSRP: $850.00

was never intended to be a long-

range use firearm.

Its 18.43-inch barrel and its

short overall length of 37 inches

certainly work to favor this type of

use, as does the thick blade of the

front sight and the XS Ghost Ring

peep sight in the rear. The rear sight

was adjustable for both windage

and elevation, and the 0.17-inch rear

sight aperture helped to get me on

target very quickly.

Sling swivel studs are included for easily mounting a sling or attaching a bipod.

The large aperture
XS Ghost Ring rear 
sight helps to ensure
quick target acquisition.

Every Henry rifle is, 
and always will be, made
in America or they won’t

be made at all.

“
”
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First-ever LED light and laser built into frame

Smooth lines ensure no visible “printing”

Snag-free design

Bore-axis sighting system for instinctual shooting

Built-in holster-free belt clip

.380 ACP, 6+1 capacity

Lightweight 10.2 ounce subcompact pistol

Includes two magazines Taurus Unlimited Lifetime Repair Policy™

Suggested Retail: $392
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The factory specs indicated the

rifle weight was 7.08 pounds, but it

weighed about 7.5 pounds on my

scale. I would venture a guess that

those differences in weight might

trigger pull gauge. While I didn’t find

the strength at which the cartridge

cases were ejected to be exces-

sively strong, the empty cases,

which were quite heavy, always

have been the result of variations in

the density of the stock wood.

The factory trigger pull was a

moderate and pleasant 3 pounds,

12.6 ounces according to my Lyman
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About 10,000 Henry rifles were used by Union forces during the Civil War. (Henry photo)
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cleared the action efficiently and

properly.

I found the iron sights worked

well for close and moderate range

shooting. On the other hand, if you

Putting Henry to Work

I chose to shoot Federal Premium ammunition loaded with 300-grain Trophy
Bonded Bear Claw bullets. In my estimation, that load should be suitable for many
hunting situations.

Factory specs on the ammunition said it produced a velocity of 1,850 fps and
2,280 fpe of energy at the muzzle. When sighted in to shoot dead-on at 100 yards you
can assume those bullets to be down 11.9 inches at the 200-yard mark.

Keeping in mind that the primary design emphasis of this rifle leans toward it
being fast-handling and quick-to-point, I chose to conduct my range testing at the
moderate distance of 50 yards. Typically, that produced consistent 3-inch groups,
with a few groups hovering around about an inch.

After verifying the basic accuracy of the rifle, I turned my attention to the various
silhouettes I have on my range, consisting of both metal swingers and 3-D varmint
style targets.

The range of those targets varied from 50 yards to 100 yards, which the rifle con-
sistently registered hits on. And when that big .45-caliber bullet made contact with
one of the heavier metal silhouettes, it was hard to not be impressed by the reaction.

That’s a lot of bullet and a lot of energy to contend with when striking a hanging
piece of metal. I can only hope that my fun in shooting those targets didn’t result in ir-
reparable damage to them.

The Henry’s ejection port is located on the side of the receiver, making it much easier
and more practical for the mounting of a scope. 
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The Henry's front sight consists of a ramp style blade design.

I found the iron 
sights worked well for

close and moderate
range shooting.

“
”
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want to mount a scope on the

Henry, the receiver is drilled and

tapped for a Weaver scope base.

PUTTING HENRY TO WORK
I chose to shoot Federal Pre-

mium ammunition loaded with

300-grain Trophy Bonded Bear

Claw bullets. In my estimation, that

load should be suitable for many

hunting situations.

Factory specs on the ammuni-

tion said it produced a velocity of

1,850 fps and 2,280 fpe of energy

at the muzzle. When sighted in to

shoot dead-on at 100 yards you can

assume those bullets to be down

11.9 inches at the 200-yard mark.

Keeping in mind that the pri-

mary design emphasis of this rifle

leans toward it being fast-handling

and quick-to-point, I chose to con-

duct my range testing at the moder-

ate distance of 50 yards. Typically,

that produced consistent 3-inch

groups, with a few groups hover-

ing around about an inch.

After verifying the basic accu-

racy of the rifle, I turned my atten-

tion to the various silhouettes I

have on my range, consisting of

both metal swingers and 3-D

varmint style targets.

The range of those targets

varied from 50 yards to 100 yards,

which the rifle consistently regis-

tered hits on. And when that big

.45-caliber bullet made contact

with one of the heavier metal

silhouettes, it was hard to not be

impressed by the reaction.

That’s a lot of bullet and a lot

of energy to contend with when

striking a hanging piece of metal.

I can only hope that my fun in

shooting those targets didn’t

result in irreparable damage to

them. GW
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CONTACT
Henry Repeating Arms
201-858-4400
HenryRifles.com

Federal Premium Ammunition
800-379-1732
FederalPremium.com

Henry takes pride in 
the smoothness of their
actions and I found the

Henry’s action as smooth
and precise as any lever 

action rifle I’ve 
encountered.

“

”

A single screw
through the rifle tang
holds the buttstock 
in place.
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EVERY SHOT COUNTS®
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PREMIUM MOMENT #11: KNOWING YOU’RE PREPARED
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TODAY’S
HUNTER 
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The 2nd Annual Squirrel Masters Classic

W hile we all know about the Golden Globe
Awards and the Grammys, those accolades
pale in comparison to the coveted wooden

squirrel awards given out at the annual GAMO’s
Squirrel Masters Classic, held each year at the
Southern Sportsman Hunting Lodge a few miles
outside of Montgomery, Alabama.

I’d first heard about the competition at the 2014
SHOT Show, but I never dreamed
that I would actually have an
opportunity to participate.
But then my home phone
rang and I was pleasantly
surprised to hear Fedor
Palacios, the Marketing
Communications Manager of
GAMO Outdoors USA, asking
if I would like to represent Gun
World magazine at the event.

Text & Photos by Thomas C. Tabor

GAMO GOLD
Going for
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The Southern Sportsman
Hunting Lodge, which hosts
the GAMO Squirrel Masters
Classic, is located a short
distance from Montgomery,
Alabama.

The Southern Sportsman
Hunting Lodge, which hosts
the GAMO Squirrel Masters
Classic, is located a short
distance from Montgomery,
Alabama.
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I couldn’t say yes fast enough.

Even though squirrel hunting is

very popular in the southern states,

I must admit that my crosshairs had

never settled on the tree-dwelling

variety. Sure, I’d taken my share of

ground squirrels over the years, but

shooting bushytails high in the tree-

tops had never been a part of my

outdoor adventures. But I soon dis-

covered that virtually all of the

event participants shared one thing

in common: they all grew up like I

did hunting various types of small

game, much of which was done

with some form of airgun.

And because we all shared

those pleasant hunting memories,

we agreed that it's important for

those experiences to be passed

down to younger generations

through programs such as those

within the 4-H. The 4-H has been a

major part of the Squirrel Masters

Classic competition from the begin-

ning, and that relationship contin-

ues with at least one 4-H member

placed on each team.

TEAM COMPETITION
There were six competing

teams, each made up of six to eight

members and a television filming

crew so the adventure could be aired

on cable. My own team, the MRA

(MacMillan River Adventures), was

led by retired professional wrestling

star and MRA Hunting TV celebrity

Shawn Michaels, along with his part-

ner in that show, Keith Mark. We

were also joined by GAMO’s Eddie

Stilley, writer Holt Bodinson, Airgun-

Web.com’s Rick Eutsler, Jr., 4-H

member Elijah Smith, dog handler

Ronnie Faulkner and his world

champion squirrel dog River Mutt.

Scoring was simple: at the end

of the day the squirrels would be tal-

lied, with a gray squirrel counting as

a single point and each cat-sized fox

squirrel earning two points. Any ties

would be broken by the combined

weight of all the squirrels in the

team’s bag. The competition was a

single day and only amounted to

about seven hours of actual hunting,

but nevertheless, the competition

was an intense one.

The competitors' determination

became apparent in short order, if

TODAYʼS HUNTER
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Fox squirrels are huge in size compared to the more numerous gray squirrels. The size of
a small cat, fox squirrels are considered a trophy in squirrel country and in this case they
normally count as two points during the competition.

Our squirrel dog River Mutt has just
won the title of world champion at a
recent squirrel hunting competition and
was a tremendous help to all of us. His
fearless devotion to smelling out the
squirrels was nothing short of impressive.
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only in “tongue-in-cheek” fashion.

Even before the first pellet of this

year’s shoot had the chance to

leave the barrel, one of the 4-H

competitors came forward with ac-

cusations of malfeasance in last

year’s competition. The proof took

the form of what was characterized

as two suspicious packages of ille-

gal squirrel food.

With all of the confusion and

uproar that followed I had a difficult

time adequately assessing the evi-

dence, but from my crowded corner

of the room the squirrel food

seemed to very closely resemble

that of lead split-shot fishing

sinkers, obviously intended to add a

bit of weight to the kill. But no

sooner had that accusation been

set to rest than another 4-H mem-

ber came forward carrying a com-

mercially packaged box labeled

“frozen squirrels.”

And following that, a package

labeled “squirrel inflator.” 

I could understand how frozen

squirrels might enter the mix
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Discover the world of 
 fi rearms at your fi ngertips.

www.facebook.com/gunworldmagazine

Find us on

GAMO Airguns

A few of the shooters at the Squirrel Masters Classic were supplied with GAMO
Coyote .22 PCP (Precharged Pneumatic) rifles, which provided excellent results. How-
ever, the majority of the shooters, including Tom, were given GAMO's new second-
generation Whisper G2 .22-caliber air rifles.

The G2 is a single-shot break-barrel design that produced excellent accuracy
and performed flawlessly throughout the shoot. Those rifles contained the latest
Turbo Stabilizing SystemTM to control the aggressiveness of the firing cycle and at
the same time bring the spring to a controlled stop within the chamber. That design
helps to increase velocities, decrease vibration and thereby reduce the recoil.

The G2 also includes a Smooth Action Trigger (SATTM) which came from the
factory set at a very moderate and pleasant 2 lbs., 10.5 oz. (5-pull average). Muzzle
velocity is 975 fps when shooting .22-caliber PBA Platinum pellets. MSRP for the .22-
caliber Whisper G2 air rifle is $269.95. That includes a 4x32mm scope and rings.

Our team MRA was made up of a collection of devoted shooters and hunters.
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taint the results of the competition,

but I wasn’t exactly sure how

pumping a squirrel up with copious

amounts of air would aid an un-

scrupulous competitor in the com-

petition. Nevertheless, the accusers

all insisted that these suspicious

items were all discovered inside the

room of last year’s winning team

and that it certainly provided evi-

dence of dirty deeds in the making.

Obviously, everyone laughed and

agreed that a higher degree of

scrutiny and integrity was called for

or the reputation of the 2015 world-

renowned Squirrel Masters Classic

could be jeopardized.

A FIELD FOR SQUIRRELS
After a great southern break-

fast we headed to our hunting rigs

with our new GAMO air rifles in

hand and a good supply of pellets

in our pockets. Each team had been

assigned to an area, with ours only

being about a ten-minute drive

from the lodge. Even though I didn’t

have a lot of knowledge to draw

from, the terrain appeared to be

typical of bushytail habitat. The for-

est was fairly open with trees

reaching skyward sometimes 80 or

100 feet. There were huge vines

running to the tops of most of the

trees, some as large around as the

biceps of Shawn Michael’s arms.

Other much smaller vines, not

much larger than pencil lead, criss-

crossed the ground and acted as

snares sure to entrap any mis-

placed foot. On more than one oc-

casion these tiny traps encircled our

legs, causing a full belly-flop nose-

dive right into the muddy forest

floor below.

The unusually cold weather —

with temperatures plummeting into

the teens at night and not reaching

TODAYʼS HUNTER
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After a few last-minute instructions the participants headed out to their assigned hunting areas to start the competition.

Everyone was anxious to take home one
of the coveted wooden squirrel awards
from the GAMO Squirrel Masters Classic.
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much higher during daylight hours

— kept the squirrels largely nest

bound, but our GAMO Whisper G2

.22-caliber air rifles eventually

brought down a couple of grays.

River Mutt, our trusty squirrel dog,

was living up to his reputation as

the national champion.

It was a real educational expe-

rience to see River Mutt in action.

He was of one mind, running from

tree to tree sampling both the

ground and air for any indication of

a squirrel’s presence. Once de-

tected, his barking was unrelenting

until either the squirrel was killed or

Ronnie called him off the tree. We

soon found out that River Mutt was

pretty accurate. If he thought there

was a squirrel in the tree, there was

a squirrel somewhere in that tree

or in one of the adjoining trees.

Sometimes the squirrel

would manage to reach the

sanctuary of its nest or a hol-

lowed portion of the tree, nar-

rowly escaping our attempts to

add it to our bag. Other times the

squirrels would jump from tree

top to tree top in a panicked at-

tempt to escape, or even glide

down effortlessly to the ground

where River Mutt would take up

the pursuit again.

OVER TOO SOON
When the day reached its

conclusion we discovered that

our team came up a little short

and wouldn’t be coming home

with the coveted wooden squir-

rel award. Our day's tally

amounted to six grays and two

fox squirrels. Being that the

considerably larger fox squirrels

typically carried a value of two

points, we would have normally

been given a total score of 10

points, which would have gar-

nered us 3rd place. But unbe-

knownst to at least some of us,

the rules indicated that only a

single fox squirrel would count

in our bag, meaning that we had

to settle for 4th place.

Since the winning team

came in with a score of fifteen,

our dream of coming home with

the wooden squirrel award

came to no avail. But there's al-

ways next year, and in anticipa-

tion of doing better I have

carved out a special place for

that award on the wet bar of my

trophy room, right next to a half

empty bottle of Johnny Walker

black label. GW
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From Barcelona to the USA

The GAMO organization began
fabricating a variety of lead products in
Barcelona, Spain in the late 1880s. By
1950, their acquired expertise led them
to specialize in the manufacture of high
quality airgun pellets for the European
market. In 1961, GAMO began offering
high performance airguns in Spain and
today they are considered the largest
airgun manufacturer in Europe. GAMO
Outdoors USA was formed in 1995 and
quickly became one of the top airgun
manufacturers stateside as well.

CONTACT
GAMO USA
(954) 581-5822
GAMOUSA.com

Our day’s tally 
amounted to six 

grays and two fox 
squirrels.”

“
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IMR 4064 is the 
multi-tool of gun powders,
versatile and handy for
many applications.
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Multitasking
MULTI-TOOL
IMR 4064 is the Multi-tool
of Propellants

Text & Photos by James E. House

A walk through almost any
sporting goods store will
eventually bring you to the

cutlery counter. There you will find,
as expected, knives of almost
every description, but you will also
find a selection of multi-tools.
These clever implements have 
become popular recently, and I
can easily remember when they
were not at all commonplace.
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Why are multi-tools so popu-

lar? Is a multi-tool really the best

tool for most jobs? No, the multi-

tool is a versatile device that can

perform numerous tasks in a con-

venient and satisfactory fashion.

Similarly, some propellants have

rather specific applications and are

of limited usefulness while a few

others are broadly applicable for

loading numerous calibers. A pro-

pellant that has been around for

generations fits that description,

and it is IMR 4064.

If I had to pick one powder for

loading cartridges ranging from

.223 Remington to .458 Winchester,

it would probably be IMR 4064. It

might not be the best propellant,

but it would let me do a lot of

things.

If you consult a chart showing

powders listed in terms of burn rate,

you will find IMR 4064 listed in the

vicinity of IMR 4320, Hodgdon Var-

get, Accurate 2520, and Winchester

748. These powders of medium

burn rate are among the most use-

ful propellants available.

IMR 4064 is an extruded pow-

der consisting of cylindrical grains.

It has long been used to load match

ammunition in calibers such as

.308 Winchester and .30-06

Springfield.  Moreover, it is suitable

for varmint calibers such as the .22-

250 Remington and .220 Swift as

well as the various 6mm calibers. It

is also a good choice for old stand-

bys such as the 7X57 Mauser and it

works well in the .338 Winchester

Magnum.

Among calibers with relatively

large case volumes for the bullet di-

ameter, IMR 4064 performs best

with light bullets. For example, in

the .270 Winchester, I have had ex-

cellent success with bullets in the

90-110 grain range. For 130- and

150-grain bullets in the 270, a

slower burning powder such as IMR

4350, IMR 4831, Alliant Reloder 17,

or Winchester 760 is more appro-

priate. However, in cases of medium

capacity and medium caliber such

as the .308 Winchester, IMR 4064

is one of the best choices available

and it works well with a wide range

of bullets.

My experience with IMR 4064

goes back about three generations

and involves about 10 calibers. Al-

though the powder will perform ad-

equately in the .223 Remington,

especially with relatively heavy bul-

lets, I have used it primarily in the

.22-250 and calibers above 6mm.

The rifles used are as follows:  Sav-

age Axis 22-250; Remington Model

700s in .243 Winchester and .30-

06 Springfield, Ruger Model 77s in

.257 Roberts and 7X57 Mauser, Win-

RELOAD
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The best accuracy obtained with this Ruger 77 in .257 Roberts was with
loads utilizing IMR 4064.
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chester Model 770 in .270 Win-

chester, and Winchester Model

70 in 308 Winchester. All are

standard factory rifles with 22-

inch barrels.

Some of the loads utilizing

IMR 4064 that I have found use-

ful are summarized in the accom-

panying table. Winchester cases

trimmed to the recommended

lengths and Winchester large rifle

primers were used for all loads

except for .22-250 in which Rem-

ington cases were used. Veloci-

ties were measured 10 feet from

the muzzle using a Competition

Electronics ProChrono chrono-

graph and they have not been

corrected to give actual muzzle

velocities. In all instances, the ve-

locities represent the average val-

ues for at least five shots.

The data shown in the table

give some indication of the versa-

tility of IMR 4084.  Although ac-

curacy is determined by rifles on

an individual basis, in all in-

stances, accuracy was at least

acceptable in my rifles. In fact,

my Ruger 77 in .257 Roberts is

downright finicky. The 257 loads

listed in the table represent some

of my attempts to find accurate

loads for that rifle. Fortunately, a

75-grain Sierra or Hornady hollow

point propelled by a charge of

39.0 grains of IMR 4064 fre-

quently gives groups measuring

less than an inch in my rifle,

which is the best I have obtained

so far.

My .308 Winchester is a

Model 70 Featherweight that has

never displayed stellar accuracy.

However, that rifle will give

groups of around one inch with a

Remington 125-grain PSP bullet

with 45.5 grains of IMR 4064. In
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Because IMR 4064 has a medium burn rate, it is suitable for use in a wide range of calibers 
including (left to right) .223 Remington, .22-250 Remington, .30-30 Winchester, .243 
Winchester, .308 Winchester, and .30-06 Springfield.
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RESULTS OBTAINED WITH IMR 4064 LOADS FOR SEVERAL CALIBERS

CALIBER BULLET LENGTH, IN.         CHARGE, GR.        V, FT/SEC

.22-250 Remington 60-gr Hornady SP                        2.342                       32.5                          3,247

.243 Winchester 55-gr Sierra BlitzKing 2.595 40.5                          3,411

.243 Winchester 55-gr Nosler Ballistic Tip         2.670 40.0 3,420

.243 Winchester                 55-gr Nosler Ballistic Tip        2.670                       41.0 3,551

.243 Winchester 70-gr Sierra BlitzKing 2.675 39.5 3,289

.257 Roberts 75-gr Sierra HP 2.756 39.0 3,012

.257 Roberts 75-gr Hornady HP 2.797                        39.0                          3,064

.257 Roberts 75-gr Hornady V-Max 2.780 41.7                            3,193

.270 Winchester 90-gr Sierra HP 3.138 51.5 3,246

.270 Winchester 100-gr Hornady SP 3.148 50.0 3,207

7X57 Mauser 100-gr Sierra HP 2.832 44.0 3,048

7X57 Mauser 110-gr Speer TNT 2.972 44.5 2,845

.308 Winchester 125-gr Remington PSP 2.544 45.5 2,900

.308 Winchester 135-gr Sierra MatchKing 2.777 43.0 2,626

.308 Winchester 150-gr Nosler Ballistic Tip       2.784 44.6 2,773

.308 Winchester 165-gr Nosler Ballistic Tip       2.793 42.7                           2,614

.30-06 Springfield 110-gr Sierra HP 3.061 53.5                           3,051

.30-06 Springfield 110-gr Hornady V-Max 3.180 53.5 3,078

.30-06 Springfield 110-gr Hornady SP 3.170 53.5 3,054

These loads were safe and reliable in the author’s rifles, but neither the author nor the publisher accepts
any responsibility for their preparation and use by others. These loads should be approached with caution.

Although it might not be
the most appropriate powder
for use in the .243 Winchester,
some of my best groups have
been obtained with light-
weight bullets and IMR 4064.
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CONTACT
Hodgdon Powders
(913) 362-9455
Hodgdon.com
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my Remington .30-06, the 110-

grain Sierra HP pushed by 53.5

grains of IMR 4064 will give

groups that usually measure

about one inch. These results are

not spectacular by any means,

but the rifles are typical factory

rifles that have not been tuned,

and the loads are not necessarily

optimized for best accuracy.

Although it's been around

for a very long time, IMR 4064 is

still hard to beat for many re-

loading applications. It's a pow-

der that I always have on hand,

and it's my “go to” choice fre-

quently when trying to assemble

accurate loads. Like a good

multi-tool, it may not always be

the best choice, but its versatility

makes it suitable for many uses.

GW

With it’s massive .458 round and custom muzzle  
brake to help reduce recoil, the Beast delivers the  
stopping power needed to take down the most  
menacing game.

INTRODUCING THE 
LAR-.458 BEAST

LAR-.458 BEAST   SOC1820X  
WITH RRA DELTA CAR STOCK
MSRP: $1500*

ROCKRIVERARMS.COM
* Prices are subject to change.  
   Optics and scope mount not included.

RRA BEAST
MUZZLE BRAKE
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The late Grover Lee Watson
bought this Model 1903 Colt
sometime during WWII,
according to his grandson,
Phil, who now owns this little
piece of history.

The late Grover Lee Watson
bought this Model 1903 Colt
sometime during WWII,
according to his grandson,
Phil, who now owns this little
piece of history.
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Casablanca Classic    Gats &

Text & Photos by Dave Workman

‘Here’s looking at you, Colt.’ A pal’s
inheritance leads to an up close and
personal look at the legendary Models
1903 and 1908.

All together now: “Here’s looking
at you, kid.”

For some inexplicable reason, every
time I see the great Humphrey Bogart
film classic Casablanca, an urge to own
a Model 1903 or Model 1908 Colt
Pocket Hammerless pistol rises like a
sudden fever.
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Maybe it’s the fact that Bogey

used one of these pistols — I’ve

been told by two different people it

was one or the other, so I don’t re-

ally know which — chambered in

.32 ACP or .380 ACP, respectively,

to dust that sneering Nazi swine

Major Heinrich Strasser in the final

moments of the film. Played to the

swaggering hilt by Conrad Veidt, he

was one of the screen’s great vil-

lains, and if Bogart’s Rick Blaine

hadn’t plugged him I swear I’d have

found a way to go back in time and

do the job myself.

The 1903 or 1908 became sta-

ples in gangster films. They fit quite

well into the pockets of movie over-

coats, always to come out and

pump lead into somebody who had

it coming. They also fit into the

pockets of real criminals. John

Dillinger was carrying a 1908 model

in his trouser pocket when he was

killed in Chicago in 1934.

But let’s not forget about Bog-

art. He just scores as the hero in

Casablanca and other films of the

1940s, with that slight lisp, that

know-it-all tough guy attitude and

that stony eyed, don’t-play-poker-

with-this-guy expression. But even

when he would say things like

“Right, schweetheart,” you knew

that the pistol in his palm would do

all the talking that was needed.

Once I told an old pal about my in-

fatuation with the 1908, and all he

said was, “Ah, Bogey’s gun!”

Recently I was tipped that

The author’s pal, Irv Benzion,
owns one sample of each
model, and both are shooters.
The Model 1908 in .380 ACP is
on top and the .32 ACP Model
1903 is below.
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BROWNING.COM

Browning ProSteel safes, 
featuring ThermaBlock, 
protect your guns and 
valuables 2 to 3 times 
more effectively than 
leading competitors.

there might be a limited edition run

of reproductions sometime this

year. Apparently, somebody has de-

cided to “play it again, Sam!”

The juices were re-kindled not

long ago by a colleague’s sudden

revelation one afternoon that he

just happened to have a Model

1903. It was among some of the

things left behind years ago by his

late grandfather, and in that there

was more of a story than he could

tell. What a pity the pistol couldn’t

speak to its own history.

CLASSIC INHERITANCE
Grover Lee Watson was a

young man when he served aboard

the minesweeper Long when it was

sunk during WWII in the Pacific. His

grandson, Phil, still has newspa-

per clippings that reported the

event and the 30-day survivor’s

leave enjoyed by the elder Wat-

son, who came home to visit.

Later in his life, Grover —

who made a career in the mili-

tary, serving in WWII, Korea and

Vietnam — became the editor of

NW Airlifter at McCord Air Force

Base, his grandson said. He

spent just over 24 years in the

service. He did a stint with the

1st Marine Division, according to

Phil, but he never talked about

his experiences during the war.

Somewhere along the line

during WWII Grover acquired the

.32 auto, and even carried it on

occasion in his later years, his

grandson said. He willed it to

Phil’s uncle, but he passed away

and the little prize ended up in

Phil’s possession.

When Phil brought it to the

office to show me, it was rather

dirty and still had a loaded

…You knew that the 
pistol in his palm would

do all the talking that
was needed.

“
”

The Model 1903 in .32
ACP (right) preceded
the Model 1908 (left)
chambered for the
slightly more potent
.380 ACP. They’re both
classics.
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magazine. A once-over at my desk

showed the pistol to be in working

order, and I gave Phil some instruc-

tions about cleaning it up.

By sheer coincidence, several

days later, we both attended an an-

nual shooting event for Washington

state lawmakers and he brought

the 1903 along with some fresh

ammunition. To our mutual delight,

the pistol functioned rather well,

though it shot several inches low

and to the left at 50 yards. Still,

banging away with that historic pis-

tol — oh, if it could only have talked!

— was a real treat.

FROM ‘03 TO ‘08
When Colt unveiled the John

Browning-designed 1903 Pocket

Hammerless, it was a bit of false

advertising. The pistol really does

have a hammer, its just hidden in-

side the rear of the slide. 

Featuring a grip safety and

thumb safety, this dandy little pistol

was built tight by real craftsmen

who never heard of CNC machining.

Five years later, the Model 1908 ap-

peared, chambered for the .380-

caliber cartridge, giving the pistol

just a little bit more “oomph” and

appeal.

The .32-caliber model held

eight rounds and the .380-caliber

model had a seven-round maga-

zine. Both guns featured European-

style magazine releases on the butt.

They were typically supplied with

hard black plastic grip panels, but

some specimens came with check-

ered hardwood grips featuring the

Colt medallion.

The pistol had an external ex-

tractor that just might also serve as

a loaded chamber indicator for the

sharp-eyed pistolero. I cannot brag

about the sights, of course, because

they are the very definition of basic,

with a very low thin blade up front

and low dovetailed rear with a U-

notch.

More than a half-million of

these pistols were produced be-

tween 1903 and 1945, according to

various histories of the gun. The

Model 1908 was issued to some

general officers during WWII — any-

one recall the scene in Patton when

George C. Scott, during a strafing

attack, leaped off the balcony of his

headquarters, onto a truck and then

down to the street, to crank off

rounds from his Colt at an oncom-

HANDGUNS
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More than a half-
million of these pistols
were produced between

1903 and 1945…

“
”

Compare the 1903 (below) to Workman’s carry gun, a Lightweight Commander, and one can immediately see the concealment
advantage of the smaller-caliber pistol.
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One shortcoming of the Model 1903/1908 design is the sights, as this rear attests.

The left grip panel
on Benzion’s .380
broke off at some
point in the past, but
that doesn’t diminish
the pistol’s ability to
perform.
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ing German airplane? — and they

were also used by private citizens

and lawmen. The pistols also made

their way into the hands of at least

a few criminals, including Bonnie

Parker, according to one account.

WORKING HANDGUNS
Phil Watson isn’t my only ac-

quaintance with one of these mar-

velous pistols. Longtime pal Irv

Benzion has one of each model,

and he hangs onto them as “shoot-

ers.” I find no fault with that be-

cause as “historic” as these flat,

concealable semi-autos might be

for some people, for others they are

“working” handguns. That is, they

haven’t been retired to gather dust

in a display case.

I looked around for a .380-cal-

iber model for a while because it is

so easily tucked in an IWB rig, but at

the price some folks were asking for

even beat-up specimens, I could

pay for a couple of .38 Specials!

Benzion got his pistols several

years ago. A longtime member of

the Washington Arms Collectors, he

picked up the .380 ACP Model 1908

at one of the association’s monthly

gun shows about ten years ago. The

other one — the 1903 model — be-

came his several decades ago when

he purchased it from the widow of a

neighbor who had passed away.

One thing about gun collectors,

they do take good care of their

firearms. Benzion’s have seen a lot

of service, but they were clean and

in good working order. 

Doing some historical checking,

I found that these pistols are sup-

posed to weigh 24 ounces, but to be

honest, all three specimens I han-

dled while researching this article

were the lightest 24 ounces I’ve

ever held. The left grip panel on one

of Irv’s pistols was cracked at some

time in the past, but overall, his vin-

tage Colts are in very good condi-

tion for guns that have been fired a

lot and were probably built 70 or 80

years ago.

Carrying one of these pistols

would be so easy it would be some-

thing of a guilty pleasure. Granted,

neither the .32 ACP nor the .380

ACP would be my first choice in a

gunfight, but I wouldn’t mind having

one in a pinch. The pistol frame is

so flat that tucking it into an IWB

holster would make it simply van-

ish.

If one suddenly appeared on

my front porch, you can bet it would

find a good home! And if not, well,

we’ll always have Paris. GW

…All three 
specimens I handled …

were the lightest 
24 ounces I’ve 

ever held.

“
”

Workman cut loose at a gun range with Phil Watson’s Model 1903, which needed some cleaning up but still functioned without fail.
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Here I’m using the scraper to
remove the factory urethane
finish at the stock's rear 
receiver area. Notice how my
left hand helps guide the
scraper so it doesn’t slip and
scratch the stock.
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WOOD RIFLE
STOCK

Spot Bedding
a 

Not the Full Monty Tacto-Bed,
but a Good Place to Start

Text & Photos by Steve Sieberts

L ast month we enjoyed a high-level
overview of the methods, tools,
terminology and techniques involved

in glass bedding a Remington M700 rifle.
This month, we’re going to dive in and get
our hands dirty with spot bedding – a
procedure involving judicious application 
of bedding compound in various locations
(spots) on the rifle.
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Although other bedding meth-

ods can be more effective at pre-

venting the stock from compressing

and swelling due to shifts in humid-

ity and temperature, spot bedding

is an excellent starting place to

begin learning rifle bedding princi-

ples without getting in too far over

our heads.

The gunsmith will apply a

small amount of bedding material

in the recoil lug area at the rear of

the receiver tang, and around the

front and rear receiver screws at the

trigger guard area. This bedding

material will stabilize the barreled

action in the wood stock, prevent-

ing minute shifts when firing, mak-

ing the rifle more accurate.

Since this rifle has a thinner 

factory barrel, not to mention the

fact that I’m demonstrating a begin-

ning technique, I’m going to go with a

completely free-floated barrel.

Some people may not agree

with this choice, and that’s ok. Every

gunsmith has to develop a technique

that they feel will deliver the best

performance. I built tactical rifles for

U.S. Special Operations for many

years, and I've developed techniques

that I feel work well. I will show how

to pillar bed the next three rifles, and

for those I’ll put the pad of epoxy in

front of the lug.

DE-URETHANIFICATION
Factory wood stocks have a

polyurethane finish applied over the

wood to help seal out moisture and

add aesthetic appeal.

Our project gun has a lami-

nated wood stock, comprised of

thin layers of wood glued together

and then shaped into a rifle stock.

Because the grain structures of the

various layers of wood don’t all run

the same direction, and these thin

sheets of wood are laminated to-

gether under great pressure before

being finished with a tough

polyurethane, this type of stock is

very stable and a great option for

varmint rifles.

We can make the laminated

stock even better by bedding it, but

first we need to remove the

polyurethane (urethane) finish

from the inner areas of the wood

stock. The steel epoxy that we’ll
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Here I’m using a rag with a little bit of solvent to remove the excess epoxy that was squeezed out when the
stockmaker’s screws were tightened.
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use for the bedding material won’t

stick to the urethane, so we need to

remove that finish and get down to

the raw wood.

PRIMITIVELY 
EFFECTIVE TECH

There are several tools to

remove the urethane, and for

me the go-to tools are the Fis-

cher scrapers. They come in dif-

ferent shapes, sizes and types to

get into nearly every crevice of

the rifle stock.

These scrapers really re-

move material from the large

curved areas, as well as small

spots like the corners of the re-

coil lug area. Make sure that you get

all of the urethane finish off so

you're truly down to the bare wood.

You will know when you are

into the wood by sight, sound and

feel. The urethane finish tends to

have a translucent white appear-

ance, but when you get past the fin-

ish you’ll notice the brown

tree-color of the wood.

The sound is different, too. The

urethane makes a squeaking sound

when scraping, while the wood

crunches as the fibers surrender to

the scraper. You’ll know by feel, too

– the polyurethane is slick and

scrapers want to skate over it, but

the tools quickly dig into the rather

fragile wood – so pay attention to

prevent overdoing it.

Once you get through the urethane

and into the wood, don’t take off

too much material as we only need

to put a small skim layer of steel
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Bottom view, clearly showing the stockmaker’s screws in place. Now is the time to make sure the floorplate can open
and lock properly, before we get the rifle bedded.

This month, we’re 
going to dive in and 

get our hands dirty with
spot bedding…

“

SSK
HANDCANNONS

CUSTOMS:  Revolvers, single 
shots,  semi autos, bolt guns 

and suppressors. Over 400 
calibers including Whispers, 

JDJ’s and B & M.  Rechambering 
and rebarreling services. Mouse 

to Mastadon killers.  Settle 
back and enjoy our website. No 

boring guns allowed. 

SSKINDUSTRIES.COM
740-264 0176

”
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epoxy beding material around the

recoil lug and at the rear of the re-

ceiver at the receiver tang.

We want to make sure we

scrape out the bottom of the recoil

lug area very carefully. Taking off

too much material between the

stock and the receiver will create a

large gap between the wood and

metal, and a thin gap is all we need.

So far we have scraped out the

urethane in the recoil lug area, be-

hind the recoil lug, at the rear of the

receiver tang and around the bot-

tom of the stock around the screw

holes at the front and rear of the

floorplate.

MASK
Now, we need to mask off and

dam the areas we don’t want the

epoxy to go.

The first step is to place a layer

of electrical tape on the bottom of

the recoil lug to add a tiny bit of

extra clearance. This compensates

for any slight alignment issues

when the front and rear guard

screws are torqued during final as-

sembly.

Use an X-Acto knife or a box

cutter to trim the tape to fit only on

the bottom of the lug, not on the

vertical surfaces. There should be

just a small strip on the bottom of

the recoil lug.

Remember, the whole idea of

bedding the rifle is to get the stock

and receiver mated together as a

single unit, and we want contact

primarily at the rear of the recoil lug

so that when the rifle recoils, the re-

coil lug is doing its job.

The next step is to place a layer

of bedding tape from the front of

the recoil lug forward. This will

allow me to lift the excess epoxy off

the front area.

There are different theories on

bedding a rifle, and some people

like to have the barrel completely

free-floated while others like a pad

of one to one and half inches of

support from the bedding material

in front of the lug. I normally like to

put a one-inch pad of bedding ma-

terial extending out from the front

of the lug to help support the very

heavy barrels I use.

DAM IT
We’ve scraped the areas we

want the epoxy to stick, and we've

placed tape where we want to be

able to lift off the excess epoxy.

Now, we’ll break out the modeling
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The round scraper works
very well on curved surfaces.
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clay to plug the holes where we

don’t want epoxy to flow. The mod-

eling clay does a great job, doesn’t

dry out, and is easy to work with.

Plus, you can make all sorts of

things with it while you’re waiting

for the epoxy to cure.

We need to plug the gas port,

the trigger slot and both trigger re-

taining pin holes. Once everything is

taped off and plugged up, degrease

the receiver using brake cleaner.

Because stuff happens, let’s

screw everything together to make

sure the barreled action will go to-

gether and the receiver is level and

square to the stock, just to make

sure everything is ready to go. We

don’t want to find out after the fact

that the stockmaker’s screws won’t

go through or the receiver is not

level, although all should be good

to go since this is just a spot bed-

ding job.

RELEASE ME
We’ve gone to a lot of trouble

to make sure the epoxy sticks and

we've taken some steps to prevent

the epoxy from straying into places

it shouldn't go. Continuing in that

direction, we need to remove the

barreled action and apply a release

agent so errant epoxy won’t bond

to the metal.

Brownell’s makes a spray re-

lease agent that works really well,

and we need to apply two thin

coats of release agent on the out-

side of all receiver surfaces.

You don’t want to apply too

much since we are striving for a

tight fit between the epoxy and the

metal surfaces. Also, we definitely

don’t want the release agent to

drip. If you apply too much, just

wipe it off and start over.

Don’t forget to apply release

agent to the stockmaker's screws

and inside the receiver in the bolt

lug area. Don’t worry about getting

oil inside the chamber; it'll be

cleaned up later.

Dip the stockmaker's screws

into the paste wax and then screw

them into the receiver to lube the

threads. We want to be able to un-

screw the rifle easily, and this step

ensures we can do that.

MIX-UP
Now that we have taped off the

rifle parts, plugged the holes with

modeling clay, and applied release

agent to the entire barreled action

and floorplate, it’s time to mix up
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Remove the trigger by driving out the trigger retaining pins.
Be careful, the sear is under spring pressure and if both the 
trigger retaining pin and the drift pin are removed, the spring
can fly out when the trigger pivots out of the way.
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Here the trigger is upside-
down, with the sear spring
removed, driving out the
front trigger retaining pin.

the epoxy and apply it to our stock.

We’ve already talked a little

about Devcon Steel putty so I won’t

go over it again here, plus the prod-

uct directions supersede my in-

structions, hands-down.

The mix is 2.5 to 1 by volume,

meaning you use 2.5 times the

amount of resin to hardener. I use a

mixing pad or a small piece of card-

board along with Popsicle sticks or

tongue depressors to mix it up.

Working time once you’ve

started mixing is about 16 hours,

depending on temperature and hu-

midity, so you have plenty of time to

put the material exactly where you

want it in the stock.

I’ve taught rifle bedding to

many people and the biggest, most

common mistake everyone makes

is to rush things. People tend to

rush once they get the epoxy mixed

up, thinking they need to get the

epoxy into the stock and everything

screwed together in five minutes.

Remember, you have 16 hours of set

The rifle is taped up and
the stockmaker’s screws
installed. I’ll degrease the
non-wood components,
screw it together and make
sure the barreled action is
square and level in the
stock.

The rifle is taped up and
the stockmaker’s screws
installed. I’ll degrease the
non-wood components,
screw it together and make
sure the barreled action is
square and level in the
stock.
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time and 24 hours of cure time.

Having said that, don’t mix your

epoxy and go eat a sandwich.

Place the stock into some type

of cradle, then use the small Popsi-

cle sticks and spread the epoxy

down into the recoil lug area, be-

hind the recoil lug, on the back of

the receiver tang and around the

front and rear guard screws on the

floorplate.

Lower the barreled action into

the stock and hold it in place. Take

the floorplate and raise it up into

the stock, then with your other

hand screw it in place with the

stockmaker's screws.

I usually just run them up snug,

not too tight. You will see the epoxy

ooze out from under the receiver,

and as it comes out you should look

for it to come out uniformly. If there

is a gap in the ooze that means

there's probably an air pocket in the

epoxy. How big the pocket is will

determine whether or not you have

to rip out the epoxy once it’s cured

and do the bedding job over again.

Wipe off the excess epoxy from

the stock using a clean rag. I like to

put a little solvent on the rag to

help clean things up. Leave the

stock alone to cure and don’t touch

it for 24 hours.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Next month, I’ll go over how to

break the barreled action out of the

stock and clean things up. Then,

we’ll install a Shilen trigger, put

everything back together, install a

Nightforce varmint scope and if

everything goes well, take it to the

range again. GW
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CONTACT

Redding Reloading
607-753-3331
Redding-Reloading.com

Wenig Custom Gunstocks
660-547-3334
Wenig.com

Black Hills Ammunition
605-348-5150
Black-Hills.com

Nightforce Optics, Inc.
208-476-9814
NightforceOptics.com

Berger Bullets
714-441-7200
BergerBullets.com

Blue Grass Sportsmen's League
859-858-4060
BGSLInc.com

Hornady Manufacturing Company
800-338-3220
Hornady.com

Leupold, Inc.
1-800-LEUPOLD
Leupold.com

Oehler, Inc.
800-531-5125
Oehler-research.com

Federal Premium Ammunition
800-379-1732
FederalPremium.com

Brownell’s Inc.
800-741-0015
Brownells.com

This bedding material 
will stabilize the barreled
action in the wood stock,
preventing minute shifts
when firing, making the

rifle more accurate.

“

”

My Fischer scrapers. Jerry Fischer was a stockmaker from many years
ago, and he developed these tools, now sold by Brownell’s. They do a
great job on large surfaces and down into the small spaces.
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All-Around
PERFORMER
Text & Photos by Brad Fitzpatrick

Practice, Protect and Defend with Hornady’s
New American Gunner Ammo

J oyce Hornady loved to shoot his rifle
to its limits, striving for one-hole
accuracy at the target range. He

tested the best performing and the most
accurate ammunition on the market, but
the commercially available cartridges
couldn’t meet his high standards.
Hornady needed better bullets.
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Hornady’s new American Gunner
ammunition is available in a variety
of revolver and pistol calibers. All use
the XTP bullet and Hornady brass,
and are affordable for practice,
competition and self-defense.
(Hornady photo)

Hornady’s new American Gunner
ammunition is available in a variety
of revolver and pistol calibers. All use
the XTP bullet and Hornady brass,
and are affordable for practice,
competition and self-defense.
(Hornady photo)
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In 1949, he began producing his

own in his small Grand Island, Ne-

braska machine shop. Six decades

later, Hornady Manufacturing has

become one of the world’s largest

manufacturers of bullets, brass,

and reloading supplies by incorpo-

rating the elements of accuracy and

affordability across their entire

product line.

TARGET: SELF-DEFENSE
The introduction of right-to-

carry legislation more than a

decade ago helped sell hundreds of

thousands of handguns and means

that each year, there are greater

numbers of new gun owners in the

market for handgun ammunition.

Many of these shooters don’t

like having to purchase separate

boxes of ammunition for targets

and self-defense. Instead, they

want to buy one box of ammunition

that accomplishes both tasks. In an

effort to fill this void, Hornady cre-

ated the new American Gunner

lineup of handgun ammunition.

ONLY THE FINEST 
INGREDIENTS

The heart of American Gunner

ammunition is the proven eXtreme

Terminal Performance (XTP) bullet,

which was originally conceived as a

multi-purpose bullet for law en-

forcement, self-defense and hunt-

ing applications.

The XTP’s broad functionality

makes it a great choice for both tar-

get and self-defense work. Because

it’s one of the few legitimate defen-

sive bullets that’s affordable to

shoot, the XTP projectile became

the foundation of the new Ameri-

can Gunner line.

The XTP’s lead core has a uni-

form density designed to help

maintain stability in flight for opti-

mum accuracy. The exterior has a

copper jacket with serrations in the
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This XTP bullet was recovered after being fired through a series of plastic tubs filled with water. The bullet shows the initial stages
of expansion: the jacket is curling backward in a uniform manner and the lead core is expanding. Through a heavier medium you could
expect more expansion, but this gives an example of how the XTP is designed to work.
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nose to help initiate expansion.

Copper jacket thickness varies

along the length of the bullet, and

this combination of thicker and

thinner jacket segments helps con-

trol the bullet’s expansion. The cop-

per jacket near the hollow nose of

the bullet is thin and combines with

the serrations in the jacket to pro-

mote initial expansion, even at low

velocities.

The walls thicken down the

length of the ogive (the rounded

portion at the front of the bullet),

which helps control expansion

down through the bottom of the

ogive and the shank. Near the base

of the shank, the copper jacket is

thicker to slow expansion at maxi-

mum velocities.

Revolver calibers have a can-

nelure in the bullet that is applied
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Hornady uses their own high-quality brass for American Gunner ammunition
— a bonus for reloaders.
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while the bullet is being formed, not

afterwards, and this eliminates dis-

tortions. It’s a versatile and effective

design that performs in a wide

range of applications at varying ve-

locities.

Hornady loaded these XTP bul-

lets into their own brass and used

their own primers, but the real key

to the success of the ammunition

was determining the proper propel-

lant and the correct charge. Like

any handloader, the engineers at

Hornady had to find propellants

that worked for each load to deliver

the most consistent results and

best accuracy.

Taking into account pressures,

velocities, consistency, accuracy

and cost, the Hornady team cooked

up seven new loads for the Ameri-

can Gunner line that includes the

best selling self-defense and com-

petition handgun cartridges.

There’s a 90-grain .380 load, a

115-grain 9mm, a 124-grain 9mm

+P, 125-grain .38 Special and .357

Magnum loads, a 180-grain .40

S&W and a 185-grain .45 ACP load.

These popular cartridges repre-

sent the bulk of the self-defense

handgun market, and that high

sales volume is a factor in keeping

prices low.

WORKOUT
I chose to use my custom Re-

public Forge Commander 1911 carry
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SPECIFICATIONS

HORNADY AMERICAN 
GUNNER AMMUNITION

Caliber: .45 ACP

Bullet: Hornady XTP

Velocity: 970 fps

Energy: 386 fpe

Uses: Target, competition, 
hunting, self-defense

Cartridges per Box: 20

MSRP: $22.17

This 5-shot group
was produced at 10
yards offhand. That’s
plenty of accuracy for a
self-defense situation.
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gun for the range portion of the am-

munition test primarily because I

know how it performs with other

ammo. I’ve tested over a dozen dif-

ferent .45 factory loads as well as a

number of handloads in the gun,

establishing a baseline upon which

to evaluate Hornady’s load in terms

of recoil, velocity, accuracy and so

forth. Sometimes it’s hard to tell

whether accuracy problems are the

result of the gun, the ammo, or

both. Knowing that your gun is con-

sistently accurate helps eliminate

at least one variable.

The first component of any

semi-auto firearm ammunition test

is how reliably it cycles the action.

The action operated perfectly as I

ran through sixty rounds of Ameri-

can Gunner, stopping only to reload

and record data.

Hornady claims an average

velocity of 970 feet per second,

which is slightly below the aver-

age 1,000 fps for most 185-grain

defensive loads, but a bit higher

than typical 185-grain .45 ACP

Match loads.

American Gunner 185-grain

.45 ACP loads averaged 912 fps

from the 4.25-inch barrel of my

Republic Forge at ten feet from

the muzzle. The velocities were

consistent (always an important

consideration with factory

loads) and the maximum veloc-

ity spread was 36 fps over my

chronograph.

The Hornady ammunition

didn’t produce a great deal of

muzzle blast or rise, especially

compared to hot factory and

handloaded .45 defense ammo,

so follow-up shots could be de-

livered rapidly. I wouldn’t call it

low-recoil ammunition, but it’s

better than some really hot
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The XTP bullet has a hollow point design with serrations in the jacket that promote
expansion. The varying jacket thickness helps regulate expansion and provide reliable
results with each shot.
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loads that snap your wrist and take

the fun out of range time.

.45 ACP ammo varies widely in

velocity and, consequently, recoil.

Finding the best dose of the right

powder to effectively cycle the

firearm and also provide consistent

bullet expansion without producing

miserable recoil or shocking muzzle

blast is the magic behind defensive

load design, and Hornady seems to

have the right recipe.

I test fired the ammunition into

jugs of water and had several pass-

throughs. The one bullet I did re-

cover retained over 90 percent of

its original weight and opened up

through the ogive with a consistent

flow of both the jacket and the lead

core. Weather and time were limit-

ing factors, but the XTP from my

.45 penetrated very well.

It was also very accurate; from

25 yards on a fixed rest, groups av-

eraged 1.16 inches with two groups

going under one inch. That’s partly

because I was shooting an accurate

custom 1911, but the gun is limited

to the capabilities of the load.

For defensive purposes, 25-

yard shots aren’t critical, so the real

test of the American Gunner am-

munition came when I left the

bench and started shooting targets

while standing and moving from 5

to 15 yards. This is where the Ameri-

can Gunner ammo shines. Recoil is

manageable and the gun/load

combo was accurate enough for

defensive shooting well beyond

practical range.

Shooters often curse their gun

for failing to cycle loads when the

problem really lies with the ammu-

nition. You don’t see this bear out

until you seriously test a pistol with

a variety of different loads, which

few people ever do.

Bullet selection is critical for 

self-defense, yes, but a properly

balanced load is versatile and reli-

able. American Gunner is fast

enough to cycle the action of my

1911 reliably and to promote consis-

tent expansion of the XTP bullet

without vicious recoil, 

enabling faster follow-up shots for

defense and competition and more

fun when you head to the range.

Projectiles seem to get the

most attention in an ammo test;

however, good cartridge compo-

nents and propellants are just as

important to overall performance

of any ammunition. Although

American Gunner is a price-point

offering, Hornady uses good brass

and powerful, clean-burning pro-

pellants, sticking to its affordable

and accurate ammunition way of

doing business.

VERY ATTRACTIVE 
PROPOSITION

The most appealing aspect of

American Gunner ammunition is

that it's loaded with a legitimate

self-defense bullet yet is priced like

target ammunition. There is

cheaper target ammunition and

other brands of self-defense car-

tridges on the market, but being

able to practice with the exact

same ammunition you’re going to

rely on for self-defense is definitely

an advantage.

Using one load like American

Gunner for range work, competition

and self-defense, the odds of suc-

cess — in any situation — are greatly

in your favor. GW
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CONTACT
Hornady Manufacturing 
Company
800-338-3220
Hornady.com  

Republic Forge
806-648-1911
RepublicForge.com

American Gunner had an average velocity of 912 fps, less than many self-defense
loads, but it cycled well and accuracy was excellent.
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Includes Finger Grip  
Extension Floorplate

Dovetailed, High-Visibility 3-Dot Sight System with 
Drift Adjustable Rear Sight and Fixed Front Sight

Striker-Fired with Short, Light,  
Crisp Trigger Pull

Trigger Pull Comparison
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LC9®

LC9s®

Smooth, Double-Action
Only Trigger

Short, Light,
Crisp Trigger

©2015 Sturm, Ruger & Co., Inc.    022315RUGER.COM/LC9S

 Just Slightly Larger  
(Less than 1'' Taller  

and 1'' Longer) 
than the Popular and 

Incredibly Compact LCP ®

LC9s® Pro 
Comes  
Without 
External  
Safety and 
Magazine  
Disconnect

The all new, striker-fired Ruger ® LC9s® and LC9s® Pro feature  

a short, light, crisp trigger pull for faster shooting  and improved  

accuracy. The LC9s® and LC9s® Pro provide slim, lightweight and  

compact personal protection with  a blued, alloy steel slide, a high-performance,  

glass-filled nylon grip frame, aggressive checkering  and an easily acquired 3-dot  

sight system. Both models use all LC9 ® accessories and holsters and are  just slightly  

larger ( less than 1'' taller and 1'' longer ) than the popular and incredibly compact LCP ®.

LC9s®    

LC9s® Pro    
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